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I.

Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) Year 4 Work Plan Executive Summary

The Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) is a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and
Technology (S&T) Office of University Programs (OUP) Center of Excellence in Maritime Research (CMR).
ADAC supports the U.S. Coast Guard and other DHS maritime missions in order improve capability for
Arctic search and Rescue, humanitarian assistance, disaster response, and security. This includes efforts
to “enable the decision maker” across those mission sets.
ADAC looks to the coming program year to advance ongoing research, innovate education activities, add
new research derived from prior workshops, press to publish conducted research, conduct yet more
research from an approved request for proposal, and prepare to transition appropriately mature research
into acquisition and/or commercialization.
Included in the center’s goals is the desire to become a national center of Arctic maritime research.
The ADAC Year 4 Work Plan introduces new ADAC research teams and institutions to the Center’s research
network.
Important for a university-hosted enterprise, during Program Year 4, several ADAC student fellows will
graduate and seek entry into the Homeland Security Enterprise workforce. ADAC Center leadership will
support student transition efforts.
ADAC’s Year 4 Work Plan management and administrative processes (Section II) highlight the Center’s
strategy and overarching management plan. This includes ADAC’s organization and plans for engagement
and strategic communications; research investigation and development (including research calls and
operator-driven workshops); current project assessment, evaluation and management; research transition
and/or commercialization; and summary of education management and fiscal accountability.
ADAC’s Year 4 Work Plan project descriptions, located in Section III of the document, are the heart of the
center’s mission. This section also describes ADAC’s efforts in education and workforce development.
New for Year 4, ADAC’s Year 4 Work Plan format aligns research projects to the DHS Funding Opportunity
Announcement’s (FOA) six overarching themes. These are:








Maritime Risk, Threat Analysis and Resilience Research;
Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) Research;
Maritime Technology Research;
Integration of Science and Engineering with Maritime;
End to End (E2E);
Integrated Education.
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ADAC plans the following projects for Program Year 4:








Community-based observer networks for situational awareness;
Modeling of sea-ice thickness and movement derived from overhead imagery;
Oil spill modeling in Arctic marine conditions;
Propeller-driven, long-range autonomous platforms that can operate under sea ice for oil spill
and other disaster mapping;
An ice conditions index for shipping in the Great Lakes region.
Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (Arctic IoNS) & Arctic-focused Medium and
Long Term Environment (MaLTE) workshops collaborated with U.S. Coast Guard.
Integrated education and workforce development. This includes planned support by ADAC
Fellows to Center-led research investigation and development workshops, research interning
for specific project investigators, and a summer internship program which provides Arctic
research opportunities for students from under-represented categories.

ADAC’s Year 4 Program introduces new research activities to address specific questions derived by the
Center’s previously conducted Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (Arctic IoNS) from 21-22
June 2016. This new project work responds to DHS and USCG validated concerns in preparedness and
response to a fictitious cruise ship disabled in Arctic waters. These new projects are:




Developing Sea-Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools to Improve Situational Awareness and Crisis
Response in the Arctic;
Bathymetric Surveying in a Rapidly Changing Arctic;

Included in the ADAC Year 4 plan is a reserved location for a new center effort for to address U.S. Coast
Guard research needs on Arctic Information Fusion.
During Program Year 4, the center seeks to conduct open calls for research. Annex A at the end of the
workplan addresses ADAC’s open call process.
ADAC envisions Program Year 4 as a year of inflection in the Center’s efforts in Arctic maritime research.
Maturing research investigation, transitioning research to acquisition, graduating ADAC Fellows, and
initiating new research from Arctic IoNS and MaLTE represent a complex array of challenges and
opportunities. Improving strategic communications and outreach will help ADAC to conduct good
outreach to customers.
Accordingly, the following work plan articulates planned research for ADAC Program Year 4.

II.

Center Management Processes

Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) Objective and Purpose.
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The U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology’s Office of University Programs (DHS
S&T OUP) established the Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) in summer 2014 to research and
provide a scientific basis to address the challenges faced by the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) and other DHS
maritime missions in the Arctic region.
ADAC’s principal customer is the USCG. ADAC investigates shortfalls and gaps and orients research activity
to support USCG needs, particularly related to USCG missions in support of Arctic search and rescue,
humanitarian assistance, disaster response and security matters. While principally oriented to the USCG,
ADAC also seeks to support other DHS maritime mission needs in the Arctic.
As a university-hosted research venue, ADAC supports student education. Through the Center’s Fellows
Program, ADAC provisions student research, internships and entry into the Homeland Security Enterprise.
ADAC’s approach is to align the Center’s research agenda with U.S. National, DHS, and USCG Arctic
strategies and strategy implementation plans. ADAC notes existing strategies may change and DHS
strategy for the Arctic remains in development. As U.S., DHS and USCG strategies adapt, ADAC will seek to
conform Center research endeavors appropriately.
As in prior year work plans, research and development conducted by ADAC will not only serve USCG and
other DHS maritime missions, but will also benefit an array of ADAC partners and collaborators, as well as
supporting the public good.
In Program Year 4, publishing of prior and on-going research and transition of project work to acquisition
and/or commercialization are center priorities. This includes evaluating prior concluded work from ADAC
previous year programs.
ADAC’s vision, mission and strategy:
Vision: The DHS Center of Excellence providing networked and mission-focused support to the USCG
Operator in the High North. ADAC seeks to become a national center of Arctic maritime research.
Mission: ADAC’s mission is to develop and transition technology solutions, innovative products and
educational programs to improve situational awareness and crisis response capabilities related to
maritime challenges posed by the dynamic Arctic environment. ADAC seeks to accomplish this mission
through an inclusive approach.
Strategy: The Center’s overall strategy is as follows: ADAC will conduct a parallel effort over five lines of
major activity, collaboratively, with DHS S&T OUP and USCG in order to:
6
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Investigate, develop, resource and initiate new research;
Execute approved research work plans which are appropriately resourced and detailed;
Develop university student fellows into the Homeland Security Workforce;
Transition sufficiently mature research to meet customer acquisition needs and commercialize as
appropriate;
Adapt Center activities, management and communications to appropriately learn and collaborate
with an array of Center partners, expanding the reach of ADAC across U.S. and Canada to Arctic
government, government operators, researchers, and industry partners.

Implementation: In order to implement the Year 4 strategy, ADAC will improve and refine established
management processes, implement a comprehensive research development strategy, expand existing
communications, execute approved workplans, investigate commercialization opportunities, and establish
a new initiative in education and workforce development. ADAC will also continue efforts towards
becoming a National Center of Arctic Maritime Research.
Organization and Leadership: DHS S&T OUP awarded ADAC’s cooperative grant to University of Alaska,
Anchorage. ADAC has created a unified approach for the University of Alaska through close partnership
with the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. ADAC reports to the DHS S&T OUP program manager in
accordance with protocols established via the DHS S&T OUP cooperative grant. ADAC’s Principal
Investigator and Executive Director jointly report through the UAA Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor,
the UAA Chancellor, and the University of Alaska System President for academic institutional support
requirements.
ADAC leadership consists of the Principal Investigator, Executive Director, and Directors of Research and
Finance. Rounding out the leadership team is the Project Manager and Education & Administration
Manager. ADAC will establish both a Science and Technology Transition Advisor in the Program Year.
ADAC will gain communications support from UAA resources.
ADAC has established an extensive research partnering and collaborative network across Arctic-minded
universities and industries throughout the U.S. and Canada. ADAC gains multi-faceted counsel through an
external advisory board and has established a growing student fellows program. ADAC maintains
committed collaboration with fellow DHS S&T OUP Centers of Excellence. ADAC comprehensively
engages U.S. Federal, State of Alaska, and local Arctic authorities on Arctic research matters.
Internationally, ADAC engages principally with Canada, but other potential Arctic partners including
Denmark, Finland, and Norway have initiated interest and consultation.
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Figure 1. ADAC Organizational Construct

In accordance with the DHS award, the University of Alaska Anchorage hosts the Principal Investigator and
Executive Director. The ADAC Research Director is located at the University of Alaska Fairbanks campus,
while also serving as the Vice Chancellor for Research at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
In sum, the ADAC team comprises a diverse blend of Arctic science and technology academics, Arcticrelated strategy and policy expertise, and strong organizational and fiscal leadership credentials. The
following is the leadership lineup for ADAC.
Principal Investigator (PI), Douglas Causey, PhD, University of Alaska. The ADAC PI is responsible to guide
the Executive Director and the Research Director to achieve ADAC mission goals. The ADAC PI will seek to
connect ADAC with partners and opportunities. In coordination with the Executive Director, the ADAC PI is
responsible for reporting to the University of Alaska System Leadership and DHS program sponsors on a
regular basis. Ultimately, the ADAC PI is responsible for program execution and accomplishment to DHS.
Executive Director (ED), Randy Kee, Maj Gen, USAF (Ret), MS, University of Alaska. The ADAC ED provides
day-to-day direction of all Center activities to meet COE goals, achieve milestones, develop technology,
communicate with customers and engage the broader Arctic community across the U.S. and Canada. The
ED will organize site visits for demonstrations, interface with the end users, and will work with ADAC
leadership to ensure the Center complies with federal regulations and reporting. Together with the ADAC
PI, the ED will regularly meet with DHS staff at DHS headquarters and represent the program at meetings
8
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required to support the needs of DHS management and the greater DHS enterprise. The ADAC ED will work
closely with U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) stakeholders to ensure the Center meets USCG expectations. Finally,
the ED will ensure ADAC appropriately conducts internal processes, in particular assessment meetings,
engagement forums, and DHS sponsored workshops.
Research Director (RD), Larry Hinzman, PhD, University of Alaska Fairbanks. The ADAC RD provides
leadership for the center in establishing research concepts and follow-on proposals. The RD also provides
leadership to support research concept generation, and individual project leaders and research teams.
ADAC’s RD is responsible for addressing and guiding scientific quality for the individual projects and the
overall program. The ADAC RD, where appropriate, will interact with DHS and stakeholders and will
interface with other DHS COEs and research centers to identify and formulate additional research projects.
The ADAC RD will be a key leader for the Center to identify when research projects are ready to transition
to the next TRL and suitable for transition from research to development.
Finance Director, (FD), Heather Paulsen, MBA, University of Alaska Anchorage. The ADAC FD is
responsible for management and oversight of administrative operations of the Center of Excellence (COE)
and its group of associated subcontracts. The ADAC FD will provide program/project planning, budgeting,
and implement operational policies and processes to support the COE. Further, the FD will work in close
collaboration with the ED and the Project Management Director to develop budgets aligned to program
and project planning objectives and to manage expenditures as aligned with the research mission of the
Center.
Project Management Director (PMD), LuAnn Piccard, MSE, PMP, University of Alaska Anchorage. In
partnership with ADAC ED, Finance Director and Project PIs, PMD will lead efforts to integrate project plans
into a cohesive program with phased solution and technology deliverables aligned with ADAC’s strategic
mission and outlined in ADAC’s research-to- development process. This includes managing and
documenting progress of projects relative to established ADAC program execution guidelines. The Center
PMD efforts include coordinating and documenting regular team meetings and facilitating project
communication within the Center team and with partners and external stakeholders.
Education and Administration Manager (EAM), Malla Kukkonen, MSS, University of Alaska Anchorage.
ADAC’s Education and Administration Manager oversees ADAC’s student development program. This
includes DHS Career Development Grant Scholarships and student research interns. ADAC’s EAM will
oversee and support the Center’s student, summer internship program for ADAC Fellows and underrepresented students from Minority Serving Institutions (MSI), Federal Tribal Designations (FTD), and
Significant Minority Enrollment (SME) universities or colleges. ADAC’s EAM will lead efforts to recruit,
enroll, and monitor student performance and to graduate entry into the Homeland Security Enterprise.
The ADAC EAM leads administrative management functions and supports communications outreach.
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ADAC Science Advisor (Dr. Jeremy Mathis, NOAA). The Science Advisor will support ADAC’s engagement
in the U.S. Federal community as it relates to science matters associated with Arctic research and will
support planned efforts in conducting science reviews of proposed project pre- and full proposals.
ADAC Technology Transition Advisor (TBA). The Technology Transition Advisor will assist Center
leadership with implementing ADAC’s research to technology transition process. This includes supporting
ADAC’s efforts to transition research to DHS and USCG acquisition and commercialization.
ADAC Executive Counselors. The Executive Counselors (EC) are ADAC’s external advisory board and are
highly qualified senior leaders and/or research professionals. The EC provide counsel pro-bono. The EC
principally provide strategic advice on Center management focus, critical commentary on current project
work, and insights to future opportunities. ADAC will engage to meet with the EC once per year in person
and conduct collaborative video/ teleconferences a minimum of two additional times during the project
year.
ADAC’s Executive Counselors are:
Tom Barrett, VADM (Ret), USCG, President, Alyeska Corporation, Anchorage Alaska. Admiral
Barrett is a former USCG Vice Commandant and District 17 Commander.
Paul Hubbard, PhD, Canada Department of National Defense, Ottawa Canada.
John Farrell, PhD, Executive Director, U.S. Arctic Research Commission, Washington D.C.
Ruth Lane, CDR, USN, Director, National Ice Center, Suitland Maryland.
Mike Faust, (Ret), Former Vice President of Exploration, Conoco-Phillips Corporation, Anchorage
Alaska.

ADAC Overall Management Approach and Allocation of Effort.
The USCG and other DHS maritime Arctic operators are the key end users driving research for ADAC. The
center will conduct fundamental and applied research in maritime domain awareness and maritime
technology. Strategically, ADAC will:




Advance Arctic domain awareness research areas by increasing the science of knowledge and
understanding in order to improve USCG Arctic operator coordination, control, and decision
making;
Conduct research in maritime technology to provide needed capability to support and effect
increased domain awareness;
10
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Comprehensively investigate new research;
Transition sufficiently mature or completed research.

ADAC will continue to advance Center student research programs, to include fellows work within research
projects and their participation in cross-center activities.
ADAC’s leadership apportions the execution of the Program Year 4 Work Plan accordingly:


Direct and manage research of established projects, which includes extensive research transition
coordination between Project teams, USCG Project Champions, HQ USCG Acquisition and DHS S&T
OUP. This entails 50% of the ADAC management focus. Specific tasks and associated
measurements include:
Task
Conduct weekly teleconferences with ADAC
Project leads and research teams
Participate in weekly teleconference with DHS
S&T OUP Program Manager
Conduct monthly project invoice review
Conduct a Quarterly Review with ADAC Project
Leads and research teams for DHS S&T OUP
Approved Workplans, that includes specific
project transition planning
Conduct one Quarterly Review with ADAC
Project Leads and research teams and to the
Executive Counselors
Prepare Center and project Work plan for
following year research activities
Subrecipient monitoring via ADAC leadership inperson visits at each subrecipient of the DHS
S&T OUP Cooperative Grant location (university
or business)
Prepare Annual Report reporting on Center
activities and Project Research
Conduct transition planning for each research
project, including collaboration with HQ USCG
CG-9 ADAC point of contact and USCG Project
Champions

Associated Metric
Informed ADAC leadership and research
team
Informed DHS S&T OUP Program
Manager
Fiscal understanding of each project
performance on monthly basis
Comprehensive review of project
performance by ADAC leadership team,
enabling oversight on a scheduled basis
Comprehensive review as with regular
reviews, with added recommendations
from ADAC’s Executive Counselors
Approved Work plan by DHS S&T OUP PM
Successfully concluded subrecipient
monitoring. ADAC leadership plans to
conduct a minimum of one subrecipient
monitoring visit at each location at least
once per two-year program period
Approved report by DHS S&T OUP PM
Established transition pathway for ADAC
research to meet USCG acquisition needs
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Investigate commercial opportunities for
research transition, including patent and
licensing


Approved patents and/or licensing from
submitted proposals

Implement a comprehensive research development Initiative. This entails 25% of ADAC leadership
focus. This effort entails collaborating with DHS S&T OUP and USCG for workshops that generate
research questions, conducting and processing calls for research. Specific tasks and associated
measurements include:
Task
Conduct a funded call for proposals that
respond to HQ USCG provided research
questions on USCG Arctic Information Fusion
needs
Coordinate with fellow DHS CoE for science
review of proposals submitted in response to
USCG Arctic Information Fusion FOA and
provide results to DHS S&T OUP PM to
conduct customer relevancy review
Conduct an unfunded call for project preproposals corresponding to DHS Center of
Maritime Research Funding Opportunity
Announcement (DHS CMR FOA). Additional
research questions from DHS S&T HSARPA and
May 2017 Arctic 2030 Workshop will be
considered
Coordinate with fellow DHS CoE for science
review of pre-proposals submitted in response
to DHS CMR FOA and provide results to DHS
S&T OUP PM to conduct customer relevancy
review
Plan and conduct Arctic IoNS workshop,
focused on oil spill response. Workshop
coordinated with DHS S&T OUP, HQ USCG,
USCG Pac Area, D-17, and RDC
Conduct a funded call for project proposals
responding to USCG approved research
questions from Arctic IoNS Rapporteurs report

Associated Metric
Sufficient responses to conclude effective
review

Successful science and onward customer
relevancy review, resulting in new Arctic
Information Fusion project award

Sufficient responses to conclude effective
review

Successful science and onward customer
relevancy review, resulting in a standing body
of available research for DHS and USCG
consideration
Successfully concluded workshop that
provides workshop Rapporteurs report and
USCG approved research questions.
Sufficient responses to conclude effective
review
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Coordinate with fellow DHS CoE for science
review of proposals submitted in response to
Arctic IoNS RFP and provide results to DHS
S&T OUP PM to conduct customer relevancy
review
Coordinate and conduct Arctic Futures
workshop with HQ USCG DCO-X (Evergreen)

Coordinate and assist the International
Collaborative Exchange-Polar-Policy Research
(ICE-PPR) Workshop sponsored by USN ONR



Successful science and onward customer
relevancy review, resulting in new Arctic IoNS
project award

Successful workshop addressing Arctic Future
needs that provide research questions for
follow-on ADAC unfunded open call for
proposals
Successful workshop addressing ONR needs

Conduct outreach, engagement and communications with customers, partners and collaborators,
including potential new partners, to inform of center initiatives and research project details, while
advancing ADAC’s research networks. This entails 20% of ADAC leadership focus. Specific tasks
and associated measurements include:
Task
Participate in U.S. Arctic Research Commission
and National Ice Center’s Diminishing Ice
Conference (July 2017)
Participate in US Coast Guard Academy Center
for Arctic Strategy and Policy (CASP) High
Latitude Studies (HLS) (July 2017)
Participate in University of the Arctic (Svalbard,
Norway) Arctic Safety and Security Center
meetings (August 2017)
Participate in University of the Arctic Council
Meetings (Nuuk, Greenland) on Arctic Safety
and Security (August 2017)
Prepare and conduct ADAC sessions at Oceans
17 conference in Anchorage. Sessions include
a peer review of Arctic maritime domain
awareness proposed journal articles and Arctic
Researcher’s Town Hall (September 2017)
Prepare and conduct Annual meeting in
Washington D.C. (preferably at HQ USCG)
(October 2017)

Associated Metric
ADAC completing a planned presentation

Successfully contributing to CASP HLS
discussions
ADAC leadership participates in international
Executive Board and presentations on ADAC’s
role in Arctic Domain Awareness
ADAC leadership leads session on Arctic
Safety and Security Research, presents on
Arctic Safety and Security
Completion of planned Oceans 17 activities

Successfully presented meeting, informing
DHS, USCG and invited participants of ADAC
research and transition planning
13
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Conduct approximately bi-monthly Customers
and Partners Roundtables via
teleconference/webinar
Participate in Alaska Marine Science
Symposium (January 2018)
Conduct a UAA Arctic Research Day,
highlighting ADAC activities and research (in
partnership with fellow UAA researchers)
Develop center and project motion graphics
presentations in support of outreach
Prepare and release quarterly newsletters
Prepare brief noteworthy activities and project
vignettes for DHS S&T OUP communications
staff
Update ADAC website, Facebook and Twitter
of Center activities and noteworthy events
Publish specific ADAC events and activities to
Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee
(IARPC)


Successful completion of roundtables, and
publishing of associated minutes
ADAC completing a planned presentation
ADAC participates, presents and contributes
to UAA Arctic Research day
Completed and posted motion graphics that
describe ADAC efforts
Published newsletters to established ADAC
mailing list and posted to Center website
Providing DHS S&T OUP communications
needed information of ADAC activities and
project research
Informing public of ADAC activities and
research
Informing community of Arctic researchers
about ADAC activities

Conduct education outreach and workforce development, to include conducting a consolidated
student internship symposium, including ADAC Fellows and minority students. ADAC anticipates
this effort requires 10% of center leadership focus.
Task
Recruit student interns (ADAC Fellows) for
available research
Assign projects and provide workplans to
ADAC Fellows
Conduct Monthly ADAC Fellow meetings
Conduct ADAC Student Intern Symposium
Support ADAC Fellows entry into suitable 10week summer internship
Support post graduate student placement
with Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE)

Recruit five MSI students for ADAC Summer
Intern Program (ASIP)

Associated Metric
Achieve 100% fill for ADAC Fellow available
slots
Students fully assigned to projects with
associated workplans
Accomplish planned meeting schedule
Completed symposium highlighting student
research activities
All ADAC Fellows conclude a 10-week summer
internships
All graduated ADAC fellows complete 1 year
minimum service in HSE or alternatives as
described in the DHS OUP Terms and
Conditions
Achieve 100% fill for MSI ASIP slots
14
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Implement ASIP Workplan for Summer 2018

Successful completion of ASIP

ADAC Information Protection Plan.
ADAC has reviewed Center’s Information Protection Plan established in Program Year 1. ADAC will
execute this plan.

ADAC Research Safety Plan.
ADAC will review Center’s Research Safety Plan established in Program Year 1. ADAC will execute this plan.

ADAC Review Group and Project Evaluation Process.
ADAC Review Group. Central to ADAC’s evaluation plan is establishing a comprehensive review of the
Center’s work on a quarterly basis. Consequently, ADAC will schedule the convening of the ADAC
Review Group to govern ADAC Quarterly Reviews. The ADAC Review Group will also review ADAC’s
comprehensive approach to investigate and develop new research for DHS S&T OUP and USCG
consideration.
ADAC’s Principal Investigator, Research Director and Executive Director will Co-Chair the ADAC Review
Group at Center Quarterly Reviews. The remaining ADAC Center leadership (Finance Director,
Education and Administration Manager, Project Management, Technology Transition Advisor and
Science Advisor) will complete the ADAC Review Group. Co-chairs will consider inviting additional
subject matter experts to assist the ADAC Review Group in executing an overall “end to end” approach
for the Center and for project examination. Co-chairs will consult with the ADAC Executive Counselors
Board for appropriate participation in order to provide their assessments of program and project
utility and performance.
ADAC Project Evaluation process to assess program activity: ADAC will use the following process to
evaluate center projects during Center quarterly reviews by the ADAC Review Group. If/as needed,
ADAC leadership will conduct specific reviews on research projects outside of the quarterly review
cycle.

15
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1. Evaluate the science and technology advances. The ADAC Review Group will assess the
progress made by each individual project compared to the utility of the research for ADAC’s
goals and objectives and make onward recommendations for proposed action.
2. Assess project resourcing versus project execution. The ADAC Review Group will determine
appropriate alignment between project plans and resources. If a project’s importance, priority,
and performance measures warrant additional resourcing during “in-year execution,” ADAC’s
leadership will seek to address or mitigate the need by coordinating cross-funding from
projects that are under-executing (according to project planned schedule and milestones) in
resource expenditure. Any movement of resources between projects will comply with the
terms and conditions of the DHS S&T - ADAC cooperative agreement protocols.
3. Assess each project’s ability to communicate current findings and projected research
trajectory. The ADAC Review Group will determine if project discoveries or developments
warrant the pursuit of publication in the appropriate media, particularly scientific journals. The
ADAC Review Group stresses the importance of publishing ADAC funded research.
4. Assess project Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs). The ADAC Review Group will determine if
the actual TRLs versus the planned TRLs at given milestones for each project indicate that
research is progressing as planned. Additionally, assessment will seek to determine if research
indicates planned TRLs are on a trajectory to produce a useful capability for the Arctic operator.
5. Review Project Transition Plan. The ADAC Review Group will review and consult with the
project team and project champion for discoveries in new intellectual property,
commercialization opportunities, and alignment that meet end-user acquisition needs.
6. Determine actual program execution versus planned in terms of schedules, milestones, and
metrics. The ADAC Review Group will assess how well each project is progressing according to
their workplan submitted by ADAC to DHS OUP for the project year. If the project is
substantially off schedule, the project team will develop a “Get-Well-Plan” to re-establish
conformance to the prior approved Project schedule, milestones, and metrics.
7. Assess project team overall performance. For projects that are significantly under- performing,
the ADAC Review Group will determine if the project lead is able to present an acceptable
approach to Center leadership. If necessary, ADAC leadership will consult with the DHS S&T
OUP Program Manager to restructure the project’s leadership, team, and/or project plan in
accordance with DHS S&T OUP - ADAC grant terms and conditions. If a project is unable to
proceed accordingly, ADAC leadership will consult with DHS S&T OUP PM to discontinue the
project. Following such a decision, ADAC leadership will conduct documentation and provide
reprograming recommendations.
8. Specific process for Education Program Management: ADAC’s Education and Administration
Manager will present assessments of the education program during quarterly reviews or during
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periods between quarterly reviews as needed. Following each quarterly education assessment,
the ADAC Review Group will:
a. Examine the effectiveness of student participation in individual projects.
b. Evaluate Center performance for recruitment of under-represented students in both
the ADAC Fellows program and for the summer internship program.
c. Assess individual ADAC Fellow performance in meeting their work plan objectives.
d. Evaluate the Education Outreach and Workforce Development Program by assessing
schedules, milestones, and planned metrics for the overall program.
e. Assess recommendations by the Education and Administration Manager to address any
deficient areas of performance.
9. Subrecipient monitoring visits by ADAC leadership. Independent of the ADAC quarterly review
cycle, but instrumental in the overall management of project work for the Center, ADAC
leadership will conduct subrecipient monitoring visits. ADAC leadership have developed a
subrecipient checklist to guide awardees in preparing and presenting their project’s compliance
with the cooperative grant terms and conditions. ADAC’s Executive Director and Finance
Director normally conduct these subrecipient monitoring visits

ADAC Research Transition Process.
As a DHS S&T OUP Center of Maritime Research, ADAC’s priority is to transition research that is sufficiently
mature to DHS acquisition processes. In pursuit of acquisition, ADAC seeks to connect sufficiently mature
research to industry, HQ USCG CG-7 (Assistant Commandant for Capabilities) and HQ USCG CG-9 (Assistant
Commandant for Acquisitions). In addition to working with HQ USCG CG-7 and CG-9, ADAC will conduct
appropriate coordination with USCG Research and Development Center for operational testing of research
in advance of formal USCG acquisition of ADAC maturing research. While principally oriented to the USCG,
ADAC also seeks to support other DHS maritime mission needs in the Arctic.

Research transition is an anticipated activity. ADAC’s projects that started in Program Year 1 include
transition as an integral part of their work plans. Center leadership evaluates project transition planning
during quarterly reviews via the ADAC Review Group. This review is one way to discern the pathway of
transition planning needed to support end user mission needs and that an acquisition opportunity is
feasible, acceptable, and supportable. ADAC’s USCG Project Champions are integral to research
transition. Consulting USCG Project Champions normally occur during ADAC’s Annual Meeting, though
direct dialogue with Project teams and at the ADAC Customers and Partners Roundtable.
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Attributes of research transition readiness. Research projects suitable for transition need a higher
Technology Readiness Level (TRL). Project leads are responsible for identifying TRL. Transitioning research
needs a confirmed pathway to become an acquisition. Accordingly, established USCG Project Champion
are encouraged to confirm the TRL and to provide advocacy to establish transition planning with HQ USCG
CG-9, and by appropriate coordination with DHS S&T OUP, HQ USCG CG-7, and USCG Research
Development Center (RDC).
Industry partners are potentially critical to support transitioning ADAC research.

ADAC’s “Research-to-Capability Process” (RTCP). ADAC’s RTCP is the Center’s approach for finalizing
transition of research to end users. In Program Year 4, ADAC plans to add an industry-provided transition
advisor to work with the ADAC Executive Director and Project Management Director to transition
concluding research to DHS and USCG acquisition professionals. ADAC will enlist the support of the
University of Alaska Business Enterprise Institute and UAA Office of Sponsored Programs to support
transition activities.
This task team approach includes careful handling of transfer for appropriate documentation and patent
initiation.
ADAC’s Principal Investigator, Research Director and Executive Director will determine the task organization
needed to migrate research to receiving development and acquisition professionals. ADAC’s Executive
Director will lead with Center’s Project Management Director in serving as deputy lead for the taskorganized team. This team will usually include project PI(s), center support personnel, and supporting
institutions.
The task-organized team will prepare the transfer of research materials, associated physical hardware,
software, and intellectual property. Transfer preparation will include a review of financial documentation,
DHS S&T OUP-ADAC grant terms and conditions, onward disclosure notifications to DHS S&T OUP Program
Manager, and appropriate public announcements.
The Project PI(s) will complete documentation. This will include fully describing the research, completed
milestones, objectives, and project research conclusions while also initiating science review and preparing
journal submissions. The Project PI(s) team, in coordination with ADAC leadership, will initiate patent
application with University of Alaska as appropriate.
Following internal center preparations, ADAC’s Executive Director and Project Management Director will
lead the task-organized team to contact and interact with the receiving agency or organization to conclude
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transfer.
If a research project is not able to discern a pathway to DHS and USCG acquisition, ADAC’s secondary
approach is to determine an alternative pathway to the research plan to realize an achievable acquisition
for DHS and USCG.
If either primary or alternative pathway efforts for acquisition prove infeasible, ADAC’s next approach is to
seek transition for commercial application. As discussed, ADAC believes the following categories are the
most feasible for commercial application of ADAC research:






Oil and mineral extraction;
Coastal and port security;
Destination adventure cruises;
Arctic region maritime shipping;
Education materials.

Lastly, if research does not prove to be feasible for commercial applications, ADAC will seek to connect
completed research with those in the community of Arctic maritime research who can best make use of it.
In all cases, ADAC will continue to strive to ensure research outcomes benefit the public good.

ADAC Strategic Communications Plan.
Effective communications is a key enabler for ADAC research success. This communication plan is both a
chance to promulgate center and project activities and accomplishments and to learn from ADAC’s
customers. The below reflects both mediums and audiences targeted for communications.
ADAC’s plan will communicate progress on research projects and center activities as well as
announcements of workshops and research opportunities. The center will engage the community of
Arctic researchers (particularly in the U.S. and Canada) to inform and be informed of S&T advances and
research associated or linked with Arctic Domain Awareness. ADAC plans to utilize a comprehensive
approach in various mediums to communicate to customers, partners and collaborators. Accordingly,
ADAC plans to utilize the internet, social media, workshops, roundtables, and direct engagement with
USCG entities and other key stakeholders to learn and inform itself. ADAC strives to learn, with precision
fidelity, USCG mission needs and associated shortfalls.
Correspondingly, in Program Year 4, ADAC will accomplish the following tasks to advance Strategic
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Communications:
 As part of ADAC’s Quarterly Review process, ADAC leadership will review communications
activities. This includes review of ADAC’s internet website, quarterly newsletters, and proposed
project journal articles. During the Quarterly Review, Center leadership will benchmark ADAC
communications products based on a summary review of other DHS CoEs and U.S. university
research centers. Following the review, ADAC communications team will implement changes.
o ADAC will maintain Center website synchronization with the DHS S&T OUP website.
o Center newsletters will include focused project reviews and ADAC Fellow’s written
contributions.
 Continue to use Facebook and Twitter social media when appropriate.
 Develop project vignettes as a method of describing application of ADAC research. ADAC plans
one vignette per each approved project, with planned completion date of 30 January 2018.
 Continue ADAC outreach through utilizing the resources and venues of the University of Alaska,
the Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S., the Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee, and
the U.S. Arctic Research Commission communications media.
 Engage fellow DHS S&T OUP Centers of Excellence for collaboration opportunities.
 Collaborate with fellow University of Alaska research entities.
 Continue to improve engagement activities as discussed under USCG and Key Stakeholder
Engagement. This includes providing a survey via Customers and Partners Roundtables to solicit
feedback of all ADAC engagement. ADAC leadership will address surveys at ADAC Quarterly
Reviews.

USCG and Key Stakeholder Engagement.
In Program Year 4, ADAC will build on successful prior engagement with USCG. ADAC will also advance
efforts with other U.S. Federal departments and agencies, particularly those agencies that also seek to
support USCG missions in the Arctic. Current or planned collaborations with U.S. Federal agencies include
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), National Ice Center (NIC) and National Maritime Intelligence-Integration Office (NMIO. ADAC will
work to advance partnerships and investigate potential for joint or sponsored research with these and
other Federal agencies that are oriented toward USCG mission needs in the Arctic. ADAC’s leadership will
conduct teleconferences and webinars with these key agencies, participate in their workshops and
conferences when invited, and provide invitations for these agencies to participate in ADAC or University
of Alaska hosted venues.
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Due to their reach across the network of Arctic research, additional key partners for engagement include
the U.S. Arctic Research Commission, Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S., the Alaska Arctic Policy
Commission (a State of Alaska agency), and the U.S. Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee.
ADAC center leadership and project leads will continue to routinely interact with HQ USCG Project
Champions and key HQ USCG staff leadership, and engage with USCG Pacific Area, USCG Districts 9 and 17,
and USCG R&D Center.
ADAC will also continue routine interaction with DHS S&T Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects
Agency (HSARPA).
In addition to routine engagement with USCG Project Champions and project advocates, ADAC will
conduct the following calendar driven engagement approach for program Year 4 as previously described.

III. ADAC Project Descriptions Aligned to DHS CMR FOA Themes:
THEME 1: Maritime Risk, Threat Analysis and Resilience Research Projects:
1. Developing Sea-Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools to Improve Situational Awareness and Crisis
Response in the Arctic;
2. High resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents (HIOMAS).
1. PROJECT: Developing Sea-Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools to Improve Situational Awareness and
Crisis Response in the Arctic.
Project PI: Dr. Nathan Kettle
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Fairbanks
Supporting Team: Dr.’s Hajo Eicken, Andy Mahoney, Lawson Brigham, UAF
Project Description:
Abstract: This research project aims to improve USCG and other DHS Arctic maritime operator situational
awareness and crisis response by enhancing support for planning and emergency response to
meteorological and environmental marine hazards in the Arctic. Researchers will develop a decision
support tool, grounded in stakeholder interactions, to support weather and sea ice-sensitive decision
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making. This includes facilitated and deliberate interactions among University of Alaska researchers, USCG
emergency responders, NOAA forecasters, and marine operators in the Arctic. Researchers will focus
investigation on the waters surrounding Utqiaġvik (Barrow), Alaska, a sub region of the North Slope located
on the north coast of Alaska between the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas. The research project involves three
phases: preliminary tool development; stakeholder feedback and tool optimization; and outreach,
dissemination, and evaluation.
Phase 1: Prototype tool development involves three steps. First, researchers assess the decision contexts
of marine operators in the Arctic, including weather and sea ice-sensitive decisions, use of weather and
climate information, factors influencing information use, thresholds, and uncertainties via a series of
literature reviews and interviews. Second, the team identifies coastal hazards from historical gridded ice
velocity data from the UAF Coastal Sea Ice Radar system (CSIRS). Third, researchers will collaborate with
the National Weather Service (NWS) and Arctic Environmental Response Management Application (ERMA)
to identify procedures for generating event notifications and formats suitable for communicating
information. Phase 2: Findings help to develop a prototype-forecasting module. Researchers leverage
feedback obtained from marine stakeholders via an interactive webinar to improve the project-forecasting
tool.
Phase 3: Researchers share project findings with a broader audience across Alaska and the Arctic via
outreach and project evaluation.
Baseline: ADAC and other research endeavors investigate approaches to support Arctic operations
decision makers. Some tools provide information on existing environmental conditions in the Arctic, which
are useful in decision-making. However, there is a need to improve decision support tools in a manner that
directly serves operators. This includes understanding tactical scales of data flow needed for planning and
response to sea ice and other marine hazards, developing methods to automate emergency responses
from observations based on potentially hazardous conditions, understanding perceived uncertainties, and
identifying decision thresholds for tools. There is also a need to understand the best methods for sharing
summaries of lessons learned from past rescue and response efforts. Leveraging existing infrastructure,
observations, and partnerships is likely to improve opportunities for implementation and long-term costeffectiveness.
Relevance to DHS: Improving situational awareness and decision support is critical to support planning and
emergency response to emerging climate-related environmental marine hazards in the Arctic. These are
also priority research needs among Arctic marine operators. However, several factors complicate planning
and emergency responses to maritime disasters in the Arctic. These include the remote location of
disasters, limited local response assets, and lack of infrastructure. Utilizing existing and sustained
observations is a critical element in providing cost-effective environmental intelligence and forecasting
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tools in the Arctic. The development of a decision support tool, grounded in stakeholder interactions, offers
the potential to improve situational awareness and support weather and sea ice-sensitive decision-making
related to marine environmental hazards in the Arctic.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: Integrated stakeholder engagement occurs in multiple phases of the
project. Researchers begin with an examination of decision contexts and information needs via interviews
and literature reviews, which will inform the design of a forecasting tool. This includes engagement with
UAF researchers involved in sustained Arctic observations, marine operators involved in sea ice hazardrelated sensitive decisions, and agencies involved with issuing early warnings (such as National Weather
Service) or providing interactive interfaces with data relevant in a hazard mitigation and response context
(such as Arctic ERMA).
The project team will continue to participate in the planned ADAC “Customers and Partners” Roundtable in
order to inform and receive feedback on project progress and usefulness to USCG mariners and ADAC
collaborators. The research team will provide opportunities for stakeholder feedback via an interactive
webinar. This feedback will enable the team to optimize tools and evaluate the process and outcomes with
an interdisciplinary approach. Researchers will engage a wider audience via a FAQ sheet and a second
webinar.
Student Participation: Center leadership and the research team will investigate possible opportunities for
at least one ADAC Fellow participant.
Project Champion: Dr. Jon Berkson, CG-WWM.
Project Support: CAPT Tom Meyer, CG-761
Project Advocates: ADAC will seek project advocacy with HQ USCG, USCG Pacific Area, USCG District 17
and USCG RDC. ADAC understands that NOAA is a likely strong project advocate.
Methodology: Using a model of action-oriented science—an approach whereby the purpose of research is
driven by the application of science to inform decisions, rather than the pursuit of theory alone—
researchers will work with stakeholders to develop and evaluate a sea ice forecasting tool for Arctic
operators. The team seeks a forecast tool, which will have a direct bearing on stakeholder needs with
regard to hazards, planning, and operations.
Accomplishing the research method is via a phased process, which includes multiple iterations of
stakeholder engagement in the development, testing, implementation, and evaluation of our tool. This
approach is within a total hazards framework, building on the premise that comprehensively accounting for
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different classes of hazards is far preferable to considering these hazards in isolation. Details of the
research plan are as follows:
Phase 1: The team develops a prototype weather and Sea Ice Hazard Tool. We begin with an assessment of
decision contexts among marine operators by conducting a literature review and interviews with key
stakeholders (Phase 1a). This step focuses on understanding weather and sea ice sensitive decisions related
to mitigating Arctic shipping hazards, operator use and awareness of forecasting tools, information needs,
decision thresholds, key uncertainties, what planners and managers desire to learn about past emergency
response efforts, and previous rescue and recovery efforts in the Arctic. Interviews (n~15) will target key
decision makers involved in shipping management decisions across Alaska (e.g., managers, operators,
responders across several agencies and organizations).
Findings from the literature review and interviews will inform the development of the prototype hazardforecasting tool, which provides early warning capability for three classes of hazards (phase 1b). The team
begins by identifying coastal hazards from historical gridded ice velocity data from the UAF CSIRS. The focus
is on three classes of coastal ice hazards observed by the CSIRS and for developing early warning systems
(EWS).
For each EWS, the team will develop working prototypes using archived data and knowledge of previous
events. They will then prepare a series of demonstrations for each EWS under different ice conditions and
thresholds to present to project partners and stakeholders for evaluation and refinement in later phases of
the project. In parallel with phases 1a and 1b, they will collaborate with project partners at NWS and Arctic
ERMA to identify procedures for generating event notifications detected by EWS’s and formats suitable for
communicating information (phase 1c).
Phase 2: Team presents prototype-forecasting tool to the marine stakeholders to obtain feedback for tool
refinement. Research team elicits feedback via an interactive webinar, which specifically targets the
interviewees, project partners, and additional stakeholders. Research team them optimizes the prototypeforecasting tool based on the feedback obtained during the webinar and presentation. Optimizing the tool
will require iterations with project partners to revise hazard notification formats and procedures discussed
in Phase 1c.
Phase 3: During the final phase of the project, the team will share project findings with a broader range of
stakeholders across Alaska and the Arctic and evaluate the tool. This includes presenting the tool to a
broader audience via a webinar, developing a summary FAQ sheet for distribution to stakeholders (and
made available online), and presenting the findings at peer review forums attended by both scientists and
stakeholders to provide additional opportunities for dialog and engagement.
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The research team will evaluate the action-oriented approach to creating useable forecasting tools based
on feedback obtained from a web-based questionnaire (following the webinar) to understand how project
outcomes met user needs. They will also discuss lessons learned about knowledge co-production with
project partners, including barriers and enabling factors, to identify lessons learned, which might inform
future collaborations.

Phase 1: Preliminary tool development

Phase 2:

Phase 3:

1a: Assess decision context
1b: Develop early warning systems
for coastal ice hazards
1c: Define hazard notification formats
and procedures

Stakeholder
feedback

Outreach
Data
dissemination

and
Tool
optimization

and
Evaluation

Schedule and Milestones:
1. Assessment of decision context. Research team provides a summary of the context in which decisions
relating to weather and sea ice hazards from different stakeholders based upon a review of existing
literature and interviews with decision makers (30 June 2018).
2. EWS demonstrations for sea ice hazards detected using a CSIRS development of demonstration products
for identifying historical sea ice hazard events developed using archived data (30 June 2018).

Year 4 Project Research Summary
Phase 1: Preliminary tool development
A) Assess Decision Context
B) Identify coastal hazards from radar data
C) Coordination: UAF, ERMA, NWS ASIP
Phase 2: Stakeholder feedback and optimize tool
Phase 3: Outreach, dissemination, & evaluation

2017
Q3 Q4

2018
Q1 Q2

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Metrics: Metrics for assessing how the project team is meeting the stated milestones include:
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Number of stakeholders interviewed. The team anticipates interviewing up to 15 participants from
5 different groups: response managers (USCG, local search and rescue), agency data analysts
(NOAA ERMA/NWS), first responders, commercial marine operators, and subsistence hunters;



Assessing the quality of the decision tool;



Number of EWS prototypes developed. The team anticipates developing EWS prototypes for three
different classes of coastal ice hazard. Each will be evaluated using data from prior incidents
identified through the course of the project or any that arise during the period of performance.
Currently no EWS exist. The target for each EWS is successful identification of at least one incident
with <50% false alarm rate;



Number of authors on peer-reviewed publication. In addition to the project team, our target is to
include authors from NOAA ORR, the NWS ASIP and at least 1 other stakeholder group.

Outcomes/output & Transition Plans: Overall, the project’s key outcomes are improved situational
awareness and crisis response in the Arctic and enhanced Arctic marine safety and environmental
protection. Additional outcomes include an understanding of decision contexts for marine operators in the
Arctic; enhanced usability of weather and sea ice forecasting tools to predict and respond to environmental
hazards, threatening vessels, and marine activities; and identification of best practices for supporting
knowledge co-production of decision support tools in the Arctic. As this project is a two-year research
endeavor, the following established both the first and second year planned outcomes.
Year 1: Enable improved understanding of decision contexts for marine operators in the Arctic and
transition plan for Year 2 deliverables.
Year 2: Delivering the following capabilities:


Provide improved situational awareness and crisis response in the Arctic and enhanced Arctic
marine safety and environmental protection; via integrating the information tools and products
directly into the operations of the NWS ASIP information and advisory dissemination process and
ERMA’s response management portal and advisory framework;



Provide enhanced usability of weather and sea ice forecasting tools to predict and respond to
environmental hazards threatening vessels and marine activities;



Identify best practices for supporting knowledge co-production of decision support tools in the
Arctic;



Develop and transition sea ice and weather hazard forecasting tool;
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Conduct two interactive webinars;



Provide Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) sheets; Author manuscripts submitted for peer-review.

The research team disseminates project outcomes to stakeholders through the project-specific
presentations and webinars described above as well as through regular customers and partners meetings
and annual reports coordinated by ADAC leadership. Team will also publish findings in peer-reviewed
journals.
The team designed the workflow and partnerships underlying this research in a manner that sets the stage
for integrating the information tools and products directly into the operations of the NWS ASIP information
and advisory dissemination process and ERMA’s response management portal and advisory framework.
Both of are tied directly into formal response frameworks, such as under an incident command, as well as
for routine hazard monitoring and mitigation operations by USCG and other DHS Arctic operators.

2. PROJECT: High-Resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents (HIOMAS)
Project PI: Dr. Jinlun Zhang
Lead Institution: University of Washington
Supporting Team: N/A
Project Description:
Abstract: This ADAC project is developing an accurate, High-resolution Ice-Ocean Modeling and
Assimilation System (HIOMAS) to simulate and predict sea ice and currents in the Arctic Ocean. This system
is to be calibrated and validated using a range of available sea ice and ocean observations and then used
for (near) real-time hindcast and daily-to-seasonal forecast of Arctic Ocean currents, sea ice, and change.
The research pays particular attention to the prediction of spatial distribution of ice motion and thickness,
the fraction of thick-ridged or multi-year ice, and to the retreat and advance of ice edge. These are the sea
ice factors, which are most relevant to Arctic operators.
Accurate, high-resolution prediction of ocean currents and sea ice conditions will enhance the Coast
Guard’s ability to prepare for and respond to oil spills in the Arctic Ocean. The prediction data will also
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allow the Coast Guard to more safely and reliably conduct search and rescue missions. The prediction data
may also be useful for assisting other stakeholders in the planning and management of economic activities
and for other modeling efforts, such as oil spill and wave modeling. A strength of HIOMAS is its ability to
generate high precision models of sea thickness and the movement of ice and ocean currents across the
entire Arctic Ocean. When focused on a particular region of concern, HIOMAS is able to generate even
greater precision. Through prior ADAC investigation, pan-Arctic resolution has reached the limits of
computing ability. Research focus is now on operationalizing HIOMAS for USCG users to predict Arctic sea
ice and currents on daily to seasonal time scales. Complementing research prediction for Arctic sea ice and
ocean currents is assessing HIOMAS model predictability through skilled evaluation and uncertainty
analysis, and identifying areas for further model improvement.
Baseline: Through prior research, the ADAC research team has developed three versions of HIOMAS with 6
km, 4 km, and 2 km horizontal resolution. These investigators note that none of these three versions
creates spurious ice thickness buildup associated with other modeling approaches. The researcher notes
that with 2 km pan-Arctic resolution, HIOMAS is too time consuming to run on University of Washington’s
existing computer cluster. However, for most applications, investigators have discovered that 4 km
resolution HIOMAS is appropriately useful. However, once a more powerful computer is available, it is
straightforward to run the 2 km resolution HIOMAS now that it has been set up and tested.
ADAC notes that (to the researcher’s knowledge), no high resolution (≤ 4 km) models have previously been
used for daily to seasonal forecast of Arctic sea ice and currents. Daily and seasonal Arctic sea ice and
ocean current forecasts correspond to USCG direct operational needs. Accordingly, orienting HIOMAS
research will fill this operational gap. ADAC leadership, HIOMAS investigation, and other project
investigators (in particular, Arctic Oil Spill Modeling) will work comprehensively to ensure HIOMAS is
available to discover via NOAA programs such as Arctic Environmental Response Management Application
(ERMA), General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment (GNOME) and any DHS or USCG application as
desired by the HIOMAS HQ USCG project champion.
Relevance to DHS: Accurate, high-resolution predictions of ocean currents and sea ice conditions will
enhance the USCG ability to prepare for and respond to oil spills in the Arctic Ocean. The prediction data
will also allow USCG to more safely and reliably conduct search & rescue missions and potentially be useful
to support disaster response and humanitarian assistance. HIOMAS provides uniquely useful Arctic
information to support other models such as wave models and oil spill models.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: The project team will continue to participate in the planned ADAC
“Customers and Partners” Roundtable, in order to inform and receive feedback on project progress and
usefulness to USCG mariners and ADAC collaborators.
Project Champion: Dr. Jon Berkson, CG-WWM
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Project Advocates: HQ USCG, USCG RDC, USCG Pac Area and USCG D-17, NOAA and NWS.
Student Participation: Currently, there are no ADAC Fellows planned in project research. Center
leadership and the research team will investigate possible opportunities for one ADAC Fellow participant.

Methodology: The research method involves expert mathematical modeling of satellite provided data of
the Arctic Ocean basin to obtain sea ice thickness and sea ice and ocean current movement. The research
project will seek to advance HIOMAS application to benefit operational community needs, factoring
appropriate Arctic meteorological conditions. Accordingly, for Program Year 4, HIOMAS the researcher
plans to investigate the following science questions:


Is it necessary to change sea ice model parameters, constantly as higher and higher model
resolutions are used?



Are the sea ice properties in the 6 km resolution HIOMAS similar to those in the 2 km resolution
HIOMAS such that the 6 km resolution HIOMAS can be used for more rapid response to urgent
search and rescue needs.



Is it necessary to change the scope, frequency, and format of HIOMAS output to allow the
prediction data readily used by the National Ice Center?



What is the impact of summertime heat storage in the upper ocean on the variability and
predictability of sea ice? Prior year research has yet to provide conclusive answer to this important
question.



How do Arctic cyclones affect the variability and predictability of sea ice and currents on daily to
seasonal time scales? Prior research indicates cyclones have an impact, but determining the affect
in daily and seasonal time scales needs further investigation.

Research project developed HIOMAS from the Pan-arctic Ice–Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System
(PIOMAS, Zhang and Rothrock, 2003). (The Marginal Ice Zone Modeling and Assimilation System or
MIZMAS is a variant of PIOMAS).
PIOMAS is a well-established modeling and assimilation system with advanced sea ice and ocean model
components and is capable of assimilating satellite derived sea ice concentration. Its realistic sea ice
output is widely disseminated worldwide by scientists, sea ice enthusiasts, interested bloggers, and some
media organizations. Developed based on PIOMAS, HIOMAS has a high probability of being successful. In
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addition, HIOMAS will have a much higher horizontal resolution than PIOMAS, with 2–4 km resolution for
the entire Arctic Ocean, depending on computing resources. Such high resolution is essential to improving
the prediction of sea ice concentration, thickness, motion, and ocean circulation. Because of the high
resolution, many of the model parameters may need adjustment in areas such as ice strength and ocean
viscosities.
A key adaptation for program year research is integrating forecast atmospheric forcing from the NOAA
National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System (CFS) into HIOMAS.
NOAA’s CFS consists of coupled atmosphere, sea ice, and ocean model components with data assimilation.
It is a robust system, able to capture the “great” Arctic cyclone of August 2012. The CFS forecast ranges
from hours to months: there are a total of 16 CFS forecast runs every day, of which four runs go out to nine
months, three runs go out to one season, and nine runs go out to 45 days. These runs all create 6-hourly
forecast atmospheric data that are widely accessible in real time, and thus ideal for forcing the HIOMAS
forecast. Using the CFS forecast forcing, the researcher will conduct daily to seasonal forecast experiments
on a monthly basis and more frequently if emergencies occur in the Arctic that need a rapid response.
Forecast results will help the researcher investigate and potentially answer previously stated science
questions.
The science review for this project is extensive. U.S. National Ice Center (USNIC) provides short-term
numerical forecasts of sea ice extent and concentration using the Polar Ice Prediction System (PIPS),
combined with satellite observations (Cheng and Preller, 1999). PIPS uses forecast forcing from an
atmospheric forecast model to drive a coupled ice–ocean model to predict the future state of the ice cover
days in advance. The Arctic Cap Nowcast/Forecast System (ACNFS), developed at the Naval Research
Laboratory (Stennis Space Center (NRL-SSC) (Posey et al., 2010), recently replaced PIPS. Like the PIPS
model, ACNFS also consists of a coupled ice–ocean model driven by forecast forcing from an atmospheric
forecast model. Scientists at the NRL-SSC have been conducting hindcasts and short-term and seasonal
forecasts of Arctic sea ice using ACNFS (http://www7320.nrlssc.navy.mil/hycomARC/arctic.html). In
addition, the Canadian Ice Service is also providing short-term forecasts of sea ice in Canada’s navigable
waters.
After the dramatic retreat of Arctic sea ice during the summer of 2007, the U.S. SEARCH and the European
DAMOCLES programs recommended a community-wide prediction effort — the September Arctic Sea Ice
Outlook. The focus of the Outlook is on the area of the overall Arctic sea ice extent and hence different
from the focus of HIOMAS forecast. This effort has been ongoing since 2008 with increasing participation
(Stroeve et al., 2014; http://www.arcus.org/search/seaiceoutlook/ and now
http://www.arcus.org/sipn/sea-ice-outlook).
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For the September 2014 Arctic Sea Ice Outlook, 23 research groups worldwide participated, employing
various methods that combined observations, statistical and numerical models, and empirical analyses.
Among the 23 contributions are 10 predictions from numerical models, including coupled ice–ocean
models.
Community involvement in the Outlook (as discussed in the previous paragraph) has shed considerable
light on the predictability of the area of September Arctic sea ice extent. Most of the numerical models
participating in the Outlook have a coarse horizontal resolution (> 10 km). These numerical models focus
on the predictions of total September Arctic sea ice extent, and few predict ice thickness and ice edge
locations, thus not particularly useful for assisting the planning and management of economic activities and
USCG operational missions in the Arctic Ocean. Among these numerical models, only ACNFS has a high
horizontal resolution (4 km) comparable to HIOMAS.
However, unlike HIOMAS, ACNFS is primarily for hindcasts and short-term forecasts. Its seasonal forecasts
are mainly for scientific exercises, focusing on September Arctic ice extent. In addition, the sea ice model in
ACNFS is different from that in HIOMAS. The HIOMAS sea ice model is adapted from PIOMAS, which has
proven to simulate ice thickness with low mean bias and high model-observation correlation (e.g.,
Schweiger et al., 2011). This is why PIOMAS sea ice output is used extensively. ADAC and the research
team believe the high-resolution HIOMAS results will be even more Arctic operator-friendly and more
broadly utilized.
Schedule and Milestones:
1. Continue to conduct extensive calibration and validation using various available sea ice and ocean
observations (including meteorological data) to reduce model errors and improve applicability for
Arctic operators); investigate providing scientific paper about sea ice properties in models of high
resolution, 31 December 2017.
2. Continue to conduct (near) real-time and seasonal forecast of Arctic sea ice and ocean currents;
examine HIOMAS skills in (near) real-time hindcasts and forecasts, 30 June 2018.
3. Collaborate with ADAC Leadership and other ADAC researchers to determine improved approaches
to disseminate HIOMAS to USCG and other DHS maritime operators, 30 June 2018.
4. Gather figures to investigate scientific paper for high-resolution predictability of sea ice, 30 June
2018.
Metrics: The key output of HIOMAS forecast includes sea ice thickness, concentration, and velocity;
fraction of thick ridged or multi-year ice; ice edge locations; snow depth; and ocean velocity. The
researcher will improve prediction accuracy through extensive model calibration and validation using
corresponding observations, such as NASA Ice Bridge observations of ice thickness and snow depth,
satellite observations of ice concentration, and buoy observed ice drift (ice motion).
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The researcher will use statistical quantities such as model–data correlation, root mean squared error, and
mean model bias to quantify and subsequently reduce model misfits through calibration and validation. In
particular, the researcher will strive to limit the mean model bias to under 20% for ice concentration, 0.4 m
for ice thickness, and 0.02 meters per second (m/s) for ice drift velocity and surface ocean velocity.


Range of mean prediction error in ice concentration percent): 0% to 30%; range of mean prediction
error in ice (thickness (m): 0 m to 0.4 m, range of mean error in ice drift estimates (m/s): 0 m/s to
0.02 m/s;



Collaborate with ADAC Leadership and other ADAC researchers to determine improved approaches
to disseminate HIOMAS to USCG and other DHS maritime operators. NOAA’s Arctic ERMA is
currently a key platform for distributing HIOMAS forecast as the USCG, NOAA and Arctic
stakeholders. ADAC’s prior research in Arctic Information Fusion has successfully leveraged
HIOMAS to benefit USCG D-17. In Program Year 4, ADAC leadership will seek alternative
approaches through a new effort in Arctic Information Fusion (once awarded) to improve HIOMAS
availability to Arctic operators;



Publish research results through journal publications and scientific peer-review forums.

Outcomes/output & Transition Plans:
A key outcome is the development of HIOMAS that includes advanced sea ice and ocean modeling and
assimilation capabilities, generating reliable forecasts. Achieving relevant results useful for Arctic operators
includes accounting for Arctic marine meteorological information. Reliable forecasts ranging from daily to
seasonal timeframes fit the timeframe most needed by USCG and other DHS maritime missions. ADAC and
the HIOMAS researcher are confident of achieving these outcomes.
Output of HIOMAS hindcasts and forecasts, will include sea ice thickness, concentration, and velocity,
fraction of thick ridged or multi-year ice, ice edge locations, snow depth, sea surface height, ocean
temperature, salinity, and velocity, and surface heat, salt/freshwater, and momentum fluxes. In support of
prior D-17 requests, ADAC and the researcher will distribute HIOMAS to USCG, NOAA, and other Arctic
stakeholders through the Arctic ERMA. The researcher provides other variables, such as fluxes, per request.
ADAC and the researcher plan a TRL 7/8 for HIOMAS by close of the project.
ADAC leadership, the HIOMAS investigator, and other project investigators (in particular, Arctic Oil Spill
Modeling) will work comprehensively to ensure HIOMAS is available to discover via NOAA programs such as
Arctic Environmental Response Management Application (ERMA), General NOAA Operational Modeling
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Environment (GNOME) and any DHS or USCG application as desired by HIOMAS HQ USCG Project
Champion.
HIOMAS modeling is potentially useful for incorporation into NOAA’s GNOME or ONR sea ice modelling.
ADAC and the HIOMAS researcher will investigate transition to these modelling platforms, while also
providing HIOMAS data to USCG D-17 (via Arctic ERMA), by regularly engaging Dr. Scott Harper, Office of
Naval Research, and the USCG Project Champion. Additionally, ADAC will seek a HIOMAS transition
pathway that would include use by the U.S. National Ice Center.
Similar to ADAC’s other modeling projects, HIOMAS data and information is useful for USCG and other DHS
maritime operators who are not running the model itself. As such, during the program year, ADAC and the
researcher will query a designated transition vector with USCG Project Champion. This vector could entail
pursuit for NOAA model assimilation, acquisition to USCG systems, or both.

THEME 2: Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) Research
1.
2.
3.
4.

Arctic Oil Spill Modeling (AOSM)
Ice Conditions Index for the Great Lakes Region (ICECON)
Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric Surveying in a Rapidly Changing Arctic
Satellite Derived Bathymetry

1. PROJECT: Arctic Oil Spill Modeling (Updated Title)
Project PI’s: Dr. Tom Ravens and Dr. Scott Socolofsky
Lead Institutions: University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) and Texas A&M University (TAMU)
Supporting Team: Michael Ulmgren (UAA), Kelsey Frazier (UAA), and a Postdoctoral researcher (TAMU).
Proposed Collaborator: NOAA Office of Response and Restoration.
Project Description:
Abstract: In support of the USCG marine oil spill response mission, the research team is developing
analytical modeling to estimate the spread of oil released in an ocean environment under ice due to a well
blowout or ruptured pipeline, or among ice due to a ship grounding. For the under-ice oil release from an
offshore well blowout or rupture of a marine transit oil pipeline, the approach will involve coupling output
from the ocean oil plume model developed by TAMU with UAA derived analytical density current models to
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arrive at forecasts of oil spreading. For oil released near the ocean surface, the project team will adopt
approaches derived from the research literature compatible with NOAA’s GNOME oil spill model (General
NOAA Operational Modeling Environment).
The research goal is to develop a tool to forecast the spreading of oil in an Arctic marine environment in
the immediate aftermath of an oil spill event (i.e., within 24 or 48 hours of the spill). Modeling will account
for the character of the oil spill (e.g., well blowout or pipe rupture), the release rate or amount, and the
environmental conditions (ice concentration, water depth, water velocity (drift), and salinity). Researchers
will prioritize near-surface releases of oil (e.g., vessel source) as there is a greater risk of oil spills from a
vessel source.
Specific research seeks to transition the Arctic-capable oil spill-forecasting tool to appropriate stakeholders
by incorporating the tool, with associated training to operate, into NOAA’s oil spill model (the GNOME
Suite, including both WebGNOME and PyGNOME). This approach improves NOAA modeling environment
used by USCG decision makers in oil spill response. The team further advances the tool by incorporating
improved environmental data on Arctic conditions and through increased amounts of pre-formatted input
data for Arctic applications. Planned research includes laboratory validation of elements of the oil spread
forecasting model that are not amenable to field validation.
Baseline: The USCG relies on the General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment (GNOME) oil spill
model and NOAA for expert guidance when responding to an oil spill. NOAA’s existing GNOME oil spill
model is not Arctic-capable (e.g., it does not account for sea ice). The existing GNOME oil spill model also
does not yet include an oil plume module so it cannot readily address sub-surface well blowouts and subsurface pipeline ruptures. A new NOAA GNOME model, under development, deals with ice by assuming if
the coverage is 20% or less, the oil moves with winds and currents. If the coverage is 80% or more, then it
moves entirely with the ice. For concentrations between 20% and 80%, it interpolates linearly.
ADAC oil spill researchers have engaged with NOAA’s leading oil spill modelers to provide expert advice to
incorporate ice into GNOME. Prior ADAC oil spill research has provided GNOME-compatible model
information on fate and transport of both surface and under-ice releases of oil and gas to account for under
ice roughness in oil spread within first 24 – 48 hours of an oil spill. Recent ADAC research has created an
Arctic oil spill calculator to serve as an in-house platform for the development and testing of Arctic-capable
oil spill algorithms.
One of the key and unique features of this project is the realistic accounting of Arctic under-ice roughness.
As part of prior Beaufort Sea oil exploration, Shell Corporation provided initial estimates of Arctic under-ice
roughness. ADAC oil spill researchers have advanced this analysis and added further collaboration from
ADAC’s Integrated Sea Ice Hazards PI, Dr. Andy Mahoney at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
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Oil and gas plume modeling expertise developed by Texas A&M University (co-PI Scott Socolofsky) also
constitutes significant baseline data. Over the last five years, Dr. Socolofsky has developed the Texas A&M
Oil Spill Calculator (TAMOC), a comprehensive model for predicting the nearfield behavior of subsea oil
spills (Socolofsky et al., 2015), through funding from an array of sources. Contributors to this prior work
include the U.S. National Science Foundation, the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative (GoMRI), the Bureau of
Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), Chevron Energy Technology Company, and Shell
Corporation.
When oil and gas release occurs below the ocean surface, the chemicals rise and entrain ambient seawater
to form a plume; the nearfield region of a spill extends until the buoyant effects of the oil, gas, and
seawater mixture are exhausted. For the Deepwater Horizon accident, the nearfield dynamics were
responsible for the deep intrusion layer that formed at 1100 m depth in the Gulf of Mexico (Socolofsky, et
al., 2011), as well as for transport of oil to the surface close to the response zone (Ryerson, et al., 2011). In
shallow, ice-capped regions such as the Chukchi and most of the U.S. regions of the Beaufort Sea, the
nearfield plume will extend from the spill to the ice bottom surface. The plume model will predict the
mixture density of oil, gas, and seawater that will intrude laterally under the ice. It will also predict the
mass flow rate of oil and gas.
ADAC understands NOAA will integrate algorithms developed and tested within the in-house ADAC Arctic
Oil Spill Calculator to the GNOME Suite. NOAA’s GNOME model is a next-generation oil spill model,
designed to incorporate a number of oil spill modeling updates including the Arctic-oriented updates
produced by ADAC.
Relevance to DHS: The USCG relies on the GNOME oil spill model and NOAA’s support in the event of an oil
spill. As a critical member of an integrated USCG-led oil spill response, NOAA’s Office of Response and
Restoration has, a need for an Arctic-capable oil spill model that can provide short-term spreading
estimates in the immediate aftermath of an oil spill. Accordingly, the project supports the USCG need to
characterize oil spills for the Arctic region to aid in preparedness and response.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: The project team will participate in the planned ADAC “Customers and
Partners” Roundtable, in order to inform and receive feedback on project progress. Further, the project
team will engage with key stakeholders at the NOAA Office of Response and Restoration. In the past few
years, ADAC’s primary NOAA contact has been Glen Watabayashi. As Glen will be retiring in Sept. 2017, the
primary point of contact with NOAA will be Chris Barker, who has served as co-PI Scott Socolofsky’s primary
NOAA contact. The research team will disseminate investigation progress through various venues
including the Alaska Marine Science Symposium.
Student Participation: The project will support an undergraduate student at UAA. The UAA student will
work to incorporate elements of the Arctic Oil Spill Calculator within GNOME and to improve
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environmental parameters and data formatting. Co-PI Socolofsky will help supervise undergraduate
students who participate in the project through the education and workforce development aspect of ADAC.
Project Champion: Ms. Kirsten Trego, CG-MER
Project Advocates: ADAC and the research team acknowledged the following as project advocates:
 NOAA/NWS;
 USCG RDC;
 USCG Pac Area;
 USCG D-17.
Methodology: Through an integrated and sequential task driven method, the research team conducts
advanced mathematical modeling to understand and characterize an Arctic region oil spill emanating from
a sea floor-based well, a ruptured marine transport pipeline, or a leak from a transport marine vessel. The
research team advances the prior year’s investigation and iterates with NOAA’s oil spill modelers to
produce an advanced Arctic-capable oil spill response forecast tool. The research method includes
establishing suitable data formatting and laboratory validation.
Accordingly, the research program investigates three specific outcomes:
 Advance prior research and transition the Arctic-capable oil spill forecasting tool to the
stakeholders by incorporating the tool into the GNOME Suite, while training stakeholders in its use;


Improve the Arctic-capable oil spill forecasting tool by incorporating more detailed data on Arctic
conditions and through improved formatting of input data for Arctic applications;



Conduct laboratory validation of elements of the oil-forecasting model that are not amenable to
field validation.

The following paragraphs describe the planned investigation in detail.
Advance prior research and transitioning of the Arctic-capable oil spill-modeling tool to stakeholders.
ADAC’s Arctic-capable oil spill forecasting tool provides short-term (24 and 48 hour) and intermediate-term
forecasts of an oil spill event in the Arctic. Such forecasts are currently not available to first responders.
The oil spill forecasts provide projections of the location of the spill, the extent of oil spreading (longitudinal
and transverse spreading), and the oil plume density and thickness as a function of the nature of the spill
event. In particular, this is from a seabed oil well blowout, pipeline rupture, ship grounding etc.
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Accordingly, each type produces a different characteristic of an oil spill event. As such, forecasts need to
account for oil release rate or amount, and the environmental conditions such as ice concentration, water
depth and velocity.
In Program Year 4, ADAC’s UAA researchers will further refine and coordinate transfer of the Arctic Oil Spill
Calculator developed in Program Years 2 and 3 to NOAA’s GNOME Suite. In the process, the research team
will work closely with key personnel from the NOAA Office of Response and Restoration and provide
training to operate the calculator.
ADAC’s oil spill researchers at Texas A&M University have provided the NOAA Office of Response and
Restoration access to its plume model (TAMOC). NOAA has incorporated TAMOC into GNOME. In Program
year 4, researchers will provide NOAA staff additional training so they are able to operate the plume model.
Improve the Arctic-capable oil spill-forecasting tool by incorporating improved data on Arctic conditions
and through improved formatting of input data for Arctic applications. ADAC’s prior research
successfully calibrated and validated the oil spill algorithms incorporated into the Center’s Arctic Oil Spill
Calculator (AOSC). In Program Year 4, ADAC’s researchers plan to incorporate AOSC into GNOME.
However, in order to improve the precision of calculations, researchers will conduct additional refinements.
For example, ADAC has calibrated and validated the algorithms for forecasting the spread of oil released
near the surface of ice-filled seas with significant ice concentrations (e.g., 80% ice).
One set of refinements will come from investigating prior Arctic field experiments. A May 2009 Joint
Industry Program conducted an “oil-in-ice” experiment in the Barents Sea northeast of Hopen Island. This
experiment provides ADAC researcher’s useful validation data. In particular, experimenters released seven
cubic meters of Troll B crude oil into the marginal ice zone. Researchers controlled spreading of the oil in
this setting by the dispersion of the ice floes, aligning to a calibration parameter in ADAC’s oil spillforecasting model. Accordingly, ADAC’s research team will investigate and examine the 2009 experiment
to discern refinements in the ADAC oil spill model’s parameters.
In Year 4, UAA will generate ice dispersion data for representative zones in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas.
UAA will consult with the NOAA Office of Response and Restoration for representative data. The plan is to
work collaboratively with the National Weather Service Alaska Sea Ice Program (ASIP) to define ice
dispersion rates in different zones in the Alaska seas. ASIP already ingests daily satellite images in support
of its charting and forecasting of sea ice conditions, analyzing satellite data via manual or automated
techniques to identify individual floes, determine their dispersion over time, and relate that dispersion to
meteorological conditions.
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In addition, UAA will develop automated routines to format or improve input data for GNOME modeling in
Arctic locations. The HIOMAS high-resolution ocean / sea ice model is becoming even higher resolution
(currently at 4 km horizontal resolution), and it is producing forecasts to drive the GNOME model in Arctic
settings. However, output from HIOMAS is incompatible with GNOME.
Application of GNOME in Arctic Alaska is difficult because of the lack of input data with the proper
formatting. NOAA’s GNOME Online Oceanographic Data Server (GOODS) website is the location GNOME
users go to get input data for their oil spill modeling. ADAC’s High-Resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice
and Currents (HIOMAS) has been incorporated into NOAA’s Arctic Environmental Response Management
Application (Arctic ERMA), but so far HIOMAS has not been made available in the GOODS website,
preventing use by GNOME users. Additionally, HIOMAS needs format changes for direct use in GNOME.
In previous work, research team developed algorithms for converting HIOMAS output for use in AOSC. In
year 4, researchers will use the algorithms to convert HIOMAS output to allow more use of HIOMAS data in
GNOME oil spill modeling. Researchers will move output from HIOMAS, (in the correct format) to the
GOODS website so that HIOMAS can more easily drive the GNOME model. In order to perform optimally,
GNOME requires updated nearshore bathymetry and shoreline position data. Much of the shoreline data
currently available in the GOODS website is out of date. This is partly due to the rapid rate of coastal
change in Arctic Alaska. The GOODS website lacks bathymetry data for Arctic regions, according to our
preliminary research. Through cross-level collaboration between ADAC project investigators, ADAC’s new
planned Satellite Derived Bathymetry project potentially provides an opportunity to get NOAA’s GOODs
website needed coastal bathymetry updates.
Laboratory validation of oil spill algorithms. USCG project champions and ADAC’s federal coordinating
committee remain concerned about the paucity of validation data for the oil spill algorithms under
development by ADAC. The research team addressed the concern, in part through laboratory experiments
to assess the plume model (TAMOC) in shallow water blowout applications. As resources permit, UAA will
investigate lab experiments to assess the far field modeling of under-ice plumes currently represented in
AOSC using density current models.
TAMU will conduct laboratory experiments to test nearfield plume modeling (TAMOC) in shallow water.
The below figure shows a schematic of the interaction of a blowout plume with the free surface and
development of the oil spreading layer. While developed AOSC models predict these dynamics, no
validation data are available to test their predictions. As shown in the figure, Co-I Socolofsky will conduct
laboratory experiments of bubble plume interaction under different simulated levels of ice roughness to
test the nearfield modeling and initial conditions for the surface spreading algorithms. In these
experiments, surfaces with various roughness values would be 3D-printed based on ice roughness
measurements from the field.
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Figure 2 Schematic of an oil spill plume under ice showing the experimental domains for TAMU and UAA.

Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) tracks oil plume thickness and front. Digital Particle Image
Velocimetry (DPIV) quantitatively measures plume flux. Through these experiments, researchers
investigate model interaction of a buoyant plume with the free surface and the potential recirculation that
can alter the nearfield mixing. Such interaction changes the boundary conditions needed by the
intermediate-field spreading models.
UAA will conduct laboratory experiments to test the far-field density current modeling currently performed
by AOSC following a similar approach.
Schedule and Milestones: Due to task separation between UAA and TAMU, ADAC maintains separate
schedules and milestones.
UAA Schedule:
1. Develop a roadmap that clearly defines the requirements/gates that need to transition the
research into the various end user platforms, 1 July 2017 – 1 August 2017. The roadmap is a joint
endeavor with the NOAA Office of Response and Restoration (Glen Watabayashi and Chris Barker).
Researchers will develop the roadmap prior to conducting the subsequent tasks (described below),
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

to ensure that the transition of the research to the end user is as efficient and transparent as
possible.
Program the Arctic Oil Spill Calculator (AOSC) in Python and test the code, 1 August 2017 – 1
October 2017.
Incorporate AOSC algorithms within PyGNOME and test them, 1 October 2017 – 1 February 2018.
Train personnel from the NOAA Office of Response and Restoration in the operation of AOSC
algorithms, 1 February 2018 – 30 June 2018.
Generate ice dispersion data for representative zones in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, 1 July 2017
– 1 February 2018.
Development of algorithms for formatting HIOMAS output for use in GNOME and providing
HIOMAS output to the GOODS website, 1 February 2018 – 30 June 2018.
Develop protocols for providing ice data to the GOODS website, 1 February 2018 – 30 June 2018.
Updating of Arctic nearshore bathymetry and shoreline data within the GOODS website, 1 February
2018 – 30 June 2018.
Time and funding permitting, conduct lab experiments to assess the performance of the far-field
model of oil movement and spreading due to an under-ice oil spill, 1 February 2018 – 30 June 2018.

Activities at Texas A&M University include:
1. Perform experiments on multiphase interaction with the sea surface in shallow water, including
ice-free, smooth ice, and rough ice conditions and data analysis, 1 July 2017 – 31 October 2017.
2. Coordinate with NOAA R&R to run Arctic oil spill scenarios within PyGNOME that utilize TAMOC for
the subsurface fate and transport for a leak from a wrecked tanker, a pipeline leak, and for an oil
well blowout, 1 July 2017 – 31 December 2017.
3. Validate the TAMOC model to new data on blowout plume dynamics in shallow water in the Texas
A&M laboratory experiments, including adapting the model to include processes needed to match
the data, 1 January 2018 – 30 April 2018.
4. Establish the protocol to maintain TAMOC within the PyGNOME distribution, 1 March 2018 – 30
May 2018.
5. Validate the TAMOC model to new data on blowout plume dynamics in shallow water in the Texas
A&M laboratory experiments, including adapting the model to include processes needed to match
the data, 1 January 2018 – 30 April 2018.
6. Establish the protocol to maintain TAMOC within the GNOME distribution, 1 March 2018 – 30 May
2018.
Metrics. Researchers will evaluate UAA investigations according to the following metrics:


The number of oil spill scenarios simulated in GNOME that lead to similar results to those currently
achieved with AOSC. The expectation is that three of three scenarios successfully simulate in
GNOME;
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Number of NOAA personnel trained to operate the AOSC algorithms within GNOME. The
expectation is that at least two people receive training to operate the algorithms;



The number of zones generating ice dispersion data. The expectation is that the researchers
generate ice dispersion data for four zones (nearshore Chukchi Sea, offshore Chukchi Sea,
nearshore Beaufort Sea, and offshore Beaufort Sea);



The number of kilometers of Chukchi and Beaufort Sea shoreline that needs to be updated within
the GOODS website because the shoreline position has more than 100 m of error. The expectation
is that the team will replace at least 500 km of shoreline in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas;



The number of files with properly formatted data that the team provides to the GOODS website
such as HIOMAS data, ice concentration data, bathymetry data, etc. Resources permitting,
researchers will provide three file types including monthly HIOMAS files, near real-time and
forecasted ice concentration data, and bathymetry data.

Researchers will evaluate TAMU investigations according to the following metrics:


Technology transfer: The TAMOC model is included in GNOME for nearfield dynamics of
subsurface oil spills;



Technology transfer: The TAMOC / GNOME distribution includes sample scripts to run the Arctic oil
spill scenarios tested during Year 4 of the ADAC project;



The volume flow rate of entrained water predicted by TAMOC at the water surface matches the
measured flow rates in the laboratory within 70% for 80% of the experiments conducted;



The depth, flow rate, and mean density of the surface intrusion predicted by TAMOC matches the
measured values for these parameters from the laboratory experiments within 70% for 80% of the
experiments conducted.

Outcomes/output & Transition Plans. The capability of the AOSC must be included in NOAA’s GNOME
model before USCG can leverage AOSC during an Arctic oil spill. The research team plans to include all of
the existing AOSC oil spill algorithms within GNOME in Year 4. In addition, as discussed, the research team
plans to train NOAA to operate all of the AOSC algorithms, including those for surface spills and those for
under-ice spills. Such efforts enable NOAA to support USCG-led oil spill response in U.S. Arctic waters.
TAMOC has already been included in GNOME as a stand-alone capability, but NOAA is not yet using this
capability when responding to a spill. Accordingly, project year activities will instruct/inform NOAA ORR
staff to operate the TAMOC model within GNOME model (as well as the AOSC algorithms within GNOME)
to simulate typical Arctic oil spill scenarios previously developed by ADAC Arctic oil spill modeling research.
These scenarios provide templates for model deployment in future spills and will provide NOAA the training
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needed to utilize the AOSC advances within their GNOME model. Further, the team will review
opportunities for modeled data provision accessibility as part of the research plan.
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2. PROJECT: Ice Condition Index (ICECON) for the Great Lakes
Project PI’s: Dr. Tom Ravens and Dr. Andy Mahoney.
Lead Institutions: University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) and University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF).
Supporting Team: Graduate student (UAA).
Proposed Collaborators: US Coast Guard Districts 1, 9, and 17, USCG RDC.
Project Description:
Abstract: In collaboration with USCG and others, the project team develops an ice condition index
(ICECON) for the Canada-U.S. Great Lakes. ICECON is a USCG decision support tool combining vessel class
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with nowcast and forecast lake ice. Researchers plan ICECON forecasts up to 120 hours into the future,
making use of circulation and ice models developed by NOAA’s Great Lakes Environmental Research
Laboratory (GLERL). Researchers will account for Icebreaker activity and its impact on ICECON nowcasts
and forecasts. In parallel with the development of ICECON, ADAC will identify and adopt a vessel
classification system to define a number of vessel classes and the ice-capability of ships in those classes (in
terms of ICECON). The ICECON system will help the USCG provide guidance and appropriate decision
support to Great Lakes marine vessels (for a given class) planning a given transit.
ICECON’s workplan consists of six tasks. Collectively these tasks combine marine vessel size, gross tonnage
and hull strength to contrast against now and forecast ice of the planned route of sail, to provide USCG and
shipmasters improved safe passage insight. In order to achieve effectiveness, ICECON for the Great Lakes
needs to be an inclusive and iterative process principally with meteorological, marine traffic, and safety
experts. Accordingly, project researchers plan several workshops and seminars (using distant technologies
as appropriate) in coordination with USCG D-9 to collaborate with ice and maritime transportation experts.
These experts are from a range of organizations including (but not exclusive to): NOAA, the National Ice
Center, the US Army Corps of Engineers Cold Regions Lab, USCG RDC, USCG D-9, Transport Canada, the
Canadian Ice Service, the Finish Meteorological Institute, and the University of Alaska.
Baseline: Approximately thirteen years ago, Transport Canada developed the “Arctic Ice Regime Shipping
System” (AIRSS, Transport Canada 2003) in order to guide decisions on whether a ship (of a given class)
should travel in ice (of a given condition). The system integrates information on Vessel Class (specifically
the ice-capacity of ships) and ice condition (referred to as “Ice Regime” by Transport Canada). The
suitability of AIRSS is a basis for ICECON. ADAC examined AIRSS in detail in a 2015 document entitled:
“AIRSS as basis for ICECON.” Briefly, application of AIRSS follows a 4-step process:
Step 1: Define the ice regime based on ice conditions (in particular, ice thickness and stage of
development).
Step 2: Define vessel classes and ice multipliers (to define a set of vessel classes and a set of classdependent ice multipliers). Accordingly, positive ice multipliers indicate the vessel class is sufficient to
handle the ice condition and negative multipliers indicate that the vessel class is insufficient.
Step 3: Calculate the ice numeral (IN, which integrates information about the ice regime and the vessel
class and accounts for the concentration of each type of ice in the region of interest as well as the ice
multiplier for the range of ice types for a particular vessel class. A positive ice numeral indicates that the
ship transit is safe for the ship class in question and considering the ice condition.)
Step 4: Decide whether to proceed or to take an alternative route based on the Ice Numeral (IN).
A close examination of the AIRSS system reveals (as the principal outcome) of the system is a
determination of whether the ship in question can safely navigate for the ice present or not. AIRSS fails to
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take into account ocean/lake surface temperature (which would affect ice hardness and strength) as well as
ice pressure (whether ice is diverging or converging). Further, AIRSS does not explicitly include heat transfer
calculations, which are useful in an ice-condition forecasting system.
Fortunately, NOAA’s GLERL forecasts Great Lakes surface temperature. The Finnish Meteorological Institute
(FMI, a collaborator) currently forecasts ice pressure based on meteorological forecasts. The research
team and ADAC leadership will collaborate with NOAA and recently established contacts to query FMI’s
willingness to transfer ice pressure forecasts to GLERL. Finally, high resolution meteorological and
limnology forecasts for the Great Lakes provide the basis for heat transfer calculations. Hence, for the
Great Lakes, data for building a more sophisticated decision support system for ship transit in ice is
available.
Both the U.S. National Ice Center (USNIC) and the US Coast Guard District 9 have put forward new ICECON
proposals that merit consideration. Transport Canada is reportedly working on an update to the AIRSS
system. Prior research team efforts established an ICECON Council of Experts, conducted corresponding
workshops, and provided detailed assessment of the accuracy of a prototype ICECON algorithm developed
by USNIC, providing improvement recommendations.
Relevance to DHS: The US Coast Guard provides notice to Great Lakes mariners on lake ice condition, and
whether specific ships and ship classes can transit safely given the ice conditions. In response to the ice
conditions and the need for maritime transit, USCG D-9 manages a fleet of icebreakers. The work described
in the plan will provide the US Coast Guard the tools they need to manage vessel traffic and their fleet of
icebreakers in the Great Lakes when ice is present.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: The project team will participate in the planned ADAC “Customers and
Partners” Roundtable, in order to inform and receive feedback on project progress. In addition, a critical
component of the project is one in-person meeting and follow-up video conference meetings with U.S.
Coast Guard officials, Great Lakes mariners, and ice experts. The research team plans to disseminate its
ICECON investigation through various venues including the Alaska Marine Science Symposium.
Student Participation: The research team plans for a participating graduate student. This ADAC Fellow will
assist with the evaluation of the ice condition proposed indices and support ICECON index design and
development.
Project Champion: CDR William Woityra (CG-WWM).
Project Support: Mr. Mark VanHaverbeke, USCG RDC
Project Advocates: ADAC acknowledges the following ICECON project advocates:
 USCG RDC;
 USCG D-1;
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USCG D-9;
USCG D-17.

Methodology: Through a sequential task driven method, the research integrates detailed marine vessel
information to advance a corresponding vessel classification system. This classification system integrates
with current Great Lakes meteorological data (including lake temperatures), and Ice hardness model
algorithms to develop a Great Lakes region ICECON.
In this project year, the research team plans the following five tasks, which build on prior research to
develop and validate a new ICECON algorithm to apply against both now-cast and forecast data. Following
validation research, the team plans to operationalize the new ICECON algorithm.
Task 1. Develop a new ICECON algorithm/decision tree to utilize nowcast, forecast ice, and weather data.
This task represents the continuation of prior research. Researchers will continue building on the
prototype ICECON algorithm developed by NIC and the approach originally put forward by USCG D-9
(illustrated as a decision tree in Figure 9 below). Having made a preliminary assessment of the prototype
ICECON algorithm using observations and assessments made by USCG personnel in the 2015-16 winter
season, researchers will develop a new algorithm. Researchers plan to apply this algorithm with now-cast
and forecast data generated from the NOAA / Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL)
Great Lakes Coastal Forecast System (GFCFS).
The GLCFS is a set of models that simulate and predict the 2-D and 3-D structure of currents, temperatures,
winds, waves, ice, and more in the Great Lakes. GLCFS ice data products are currently still under
development, but include gridded fields of ice thickness, concentration, and velocity. ADAC researchers
plan work with GLERL scientists Dr’s. Jia Wang and George Leshkevich to investigate opportunities for
including snow depth, ice temperature, and pressure into the new ICECON algorithm, in accordance with
advice received from the ICECON council of experts.
The new ADAC ICECON algorithm is based on geophysical principles that account for the variation in ice
strength with temperature and the frictional effect of snow, but will also be validated and optimized based
on an analysis of ship performance in ice derived from a comparison between AIS data and historical ice
conditions (see Task 2).
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Figure 3 Image of decision tree concept from October 2015 USCG D-9 White Paper on Ice Condition Index

Task 2. Use available ice-encounter data from Great Lakes vessels from the previous year or two as well as
AIS data to help develop and validate ICECON. Define the vessel types (classes) in terms of their ability to
transit through different types of ice as characterized by ICECON.
District 9 has begun to collect data from USCG icebreakers during wintertime operations. These
observations will allow us to validate and improve the NIC-based ICECON algorithm. Additionally, USCG has
provided Automated Identification System (AIS) data from three prior winter seasons (2013-14, 2014-15
and 2015-16), which researchers are using to identify periods when vessel speed was reduced due to ice
conditions. By combining this information with historical ice conditions data from GLCFS model and NIC ice
charts, we hope to establish empirical relationships between Great Lakes ice conditions and vessel
performance. In order to account for varying capabilities of individual vessels, we will identify “slow-down”
periods based on each vessel’s modal (i.e., typical) speed. Preliminary analysis suggests that modal speed
may be a useful way to categorize vessels, based on information provided by USCG D-9 familiar with the
Great Lakes commercial fleet (see figure below).
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Figure 4 Histograms of speed reported by AIS system for approximately 1000 vessels operating in Great Lakes for
2013-14 and 2015-16 winter seasons. Labels refer to vessels identified by USCG D-9 personnel.
In the above figure, the vessels identified by USCG D-9 personnel are labeled as most capable (blue), moderately
capable (red), and least capable (blue). Unlabeled lines color-coded according to their modal (i.e. typical) speeds
relative to example vessels.

Task 3. Investigate approach to adjust ICECON value to account for “now-time” and forecasted data on
icebreaker activity.
Researchers program the ICECON now-time/forecasting system to incorporate reduced ICECON values in
the path of icebreaking ships. The team uses heat transfer principles to forecast the refreezing of the ice
and the consequent change in ICECON in the tracks broken by icebreakers. The research team uses AIS
data to establish ship positions within the ICECON system.
ADAC will engage with the NOAA, USNIC, and USCG operational community to determine who is best
situated to operate the ICECON now-time/forecasting system, given that icebreaker activity will be
accounted for within the ICECON now-time/forecasting system.
Task 4. Develop Python algorithms to pull in GLERL ICECON-related data, and display the calculated ICECON.
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A python script will be developed to pull ICECON-related data (now time and forecasted data), to compute
the now time and forecasted ICECON based on the finalized ICECON algorithm (or decision tree, Tasks 1
and 2), and to display the now time and forecasted ICECON. Researchers will extract data from products
developed by the Great Lakes Environmental Research Center and other sources as appropriate.
Task 5. Develop pathway for operationalization of ICECON algorithm.
In this task, the team will work in partnership with USCG D9, GLERL and NIC to (1) define the operational
ICECON forecasting product and (2) identify the necessary steps toward operational implementation of
ICECON algorithm for now-casting and forecasting Great Lakes ICECON index.
Schedule and Milestones:
1. Development of new ICECON algorithm based on variables available as now-cast or forecast data,
including output from the Great Lakes Coastal Forecast System, 31 August 2017.
2. Validation of new ICECON algorithm using historical AIS data, GLFCS output and NIC ice charts, 31
August 2017.
3. Present to council of experts a feasibility assessment for modifying ICECON now-cast and forecast
results to account for icebreaker activities, 30 December 2017.
4. Functioning python code for now-casting and forecasting ICECON, 30 June 2018.
5. Present plan for operational implementation of ICECON now-cast/forecast capability to council of
experts, 30 June 2018.
Metrics:
 Accuracy of forecasted ice conditions – thickness and concentration - determined by comparison
with post-forecast ice charts. Ice charts depict the distribution of ice thickness and concentration
using classes. The research team expects approximately 80% of the surface area of the Great Lakes
will have reasonably accurate ice thickness and ice concentration calculations (thickness and
concentration projections within 1 thickness/concentration class of the ice chart
thickness/concentration class).


Consistency of ICECON assessment and ship performance. The goal is to demonstrate higher
ICECON levels (relative to the ICECON class of a given ship) correspond to increased transit times in
at least 80% of cases.

Outcomes/output & Transition Plans:
The researchers anticipate operationalizing ICECON forecasting tool principally via the U.S. National Ice
Center.
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Through the course of the program year, the research team and ADAC leadership will inquire about specific
transition vectors desired by the HQ USCG project champion. Once a Great Lakes ICECON is established,
ADAC will seek DHS S&T OUP and HQ USCG desires for an Arctic ICECON index. ADAC recognizes significant
difference in available meteorological data and variances in Arctic sea-ice compared to Great Lakes
meteorological and ice data. These Arctic variances may require a substantial variance in from Great Lakes
ICECON methodology.
In the project year, the team plans to develop and validate an ICECON algorithm to run operationally using
now-cast/forecast weather and ice data. The team plans to develop a python script guided by ICECONrelated parameters, compute the now-casted and forecasted ICECON index, and display the ICECON index.
They will also develop a plan for handing over the ICECON algorithm and the python script and for
operationalization by a federal agency, based on input from the assigned USCG project champion. Key
component outcomes of this ICECON research include:


A validated ice condition index (ICECON) algorithm based on the environmental parameters
currently being forecasted by GLERL (or could readily be forecasted) including ice thickness, ice
concentration, ice type, lake surface temperature, meteorology, and ice pressure;



A quantitative or semi-quantitative assessment of the expected vessel performance under different
ICECON outcomes;



A python script to ingest environmental now cast and forecast data relevant to the ICECON index,
and to display the derived ICECON indices;



An assessment of the feasibility of incorporating the impact of icebreaking activities into nowcast
and forecast ICECON results;



Documentation providing a pathway for operationalization of ICECON algorithm including software
code, validation results, and briefing/training materials.

ICECON provides USCG decision support for the management of winter maritime transit in the Great Lakes
and supports shipmasters proactively. The decision support system will also serve as a maritime
transportation management system as it will account for the effect of icebreaker activity on the ice
conditions and serve as a tool for managing the deployment of icebreakers.

3. PROJECT: Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric Surveying in a Rapidly Changing Arctic.
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Project PI: Dr. Carol Janzen
Lead Institution: Seward Association for the Advancement of Marine Science (a 501c3) on behalf of the
Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS)
Supporting Team: Axiom Data Science LLC and the Marine Exchange of Alaska
Abstract: The Arctic Domain Awareness Center’s Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (Arctic
IoNS) workshop in June 2016 highlighted the need to improve awareness and understanding of nearshore
bathymetry across the Arctic and, in particular, the North American Arctic. Accordingly, this research
project supplies critical data related to vessel tracking and bathymetry that is useful for existing and
developing USCG mission databases.
The project team will create products that inform decision-making about vessel traffic and vessel safety in a
rapidly changing Arctic environment. The research effort will develop the capability to reduce execution
time for handling and analyzing exceptionally large collections of Automated Information System (AIS)
vessel tracking data. This capability will enable the investigating team to produce AIS-derived data
products to identify marine vessel risk areas, such as those with outdated bathymetry or insufficient coastal
detail for safe passage of vessel traffic. Using and optimizing a high capacity, parallel compute workflow
will solve current data volume processing challenges by streamlining the workflow to deliver valuable
summaries of vessel density patterns from massive quantities of data across multiple vessel types,
environments, and locations.
Baseline: The U.S. Arctic is experiencing significant changes widely recognized by both Alaska coastal
communities and regulatory agencies across the region, including the USCG. In 2015, the U.S. National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) reported the smallest wintertime maximum (Vinas, 2015) and the fourth
lowest summertime minimum (Vizcarra, 2015) sea ice extent on record. September 2016 experienced the
fifth lowest sea ice extent and the third lowest sea ice volume record for the month of September (2012 is
the lowest). Perhaps more revealing is that the 2016 September ice volume was 73% below the maximum
September ice volume reported in 1979, and 60% below the 1979-2015 mean volume (Polar Science
Center, 2016; Schweiger et al., 2011).
Sea ice coverage has decreased to the point that existing northern shipping lanes around the world are
open for longer periods of time (Masters, 2013) and are projected to experience a continued increase in
marine vessel traffic (Arctic Council, 2009). This heightens the likelihood of ship groundings and the
potential for oil spills in the region (Roelevan et al., 1995; Merrick et al., 2002), and raises concerns about
increased threats to subsistence resources and the coastal environment. A spill in this region would be
catastrophic to communities and difficult to respond to because of the Arctic’s remoteness, harsh
environmental conditions, and lack of sufficient infrastructure for support and response. The grounding of
the tanker CHAMPION EBONY in the summer of 2016 near Alaska’s Nunivak Island occurred in an area with
outdated bathymetry that falsely reflected adequate water depth for safe passage, demonstrating the
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importance of identifying areas where vessels are currently operating and ensuring the availability of
critical navigational charts and bathymetric survey information that meet current standards.
The project leverages a related AOOS project funded by the National Academy of Science’s Gulf Research
Program, entitled: “Synthesizing ship tracking data, oil spill model results, and subsistence use information
into a unique, interactive tool to aid research and planning in coastal communities bordering the Alaska
Beaufort Sea.”
The project also builds on previous NOAA OCS investments, including the Integrated Ocean Observing
System (IOOS)-funded special project, NOAA OCS: AIS Big Data Project. That venture allowed researchers to
design, develop, and test a cloud-based, high-compute cluster workflow that rapidly transforms 2015 AIS
data for U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) waters into “vessel density heat maps.” These “heat maps” are
raster images (geotiffs) that allow visual and computational means for identifying high concentrations of
ship traffic in the areas summarized. The benefits of leveraging pilot cloud-based cluster workflow are
portability and scalability to larger datasets on larger compute clusters and adaptability to summarize other
high-volume datasets.
The investment in this foundational project will be leveraged to collectively benefit agencies, communities
and industries in the U.S. Arctic waters by applying these new, proven technologies to establish
bathymetric survey priorities for planning and improving vessel traffic safety in a rapidly changing
environment. ADAC plans appropriate data sharing between this project and the “Satellite Derived
Bathymetry” (SDB) project. Specifically, ADAC leadership plans to leverage these data in determining
appropriate geographic areas to develop processed SDB. Further, ADAC plans derived project data
accessibility to a new Arctic Information Fusion Capability planned for Program Year 4.
Relevance to DHS: This project and the final data portal and tools developed will contribute to DHS, USCG
and NOAA goals to promote safe transit and maritime operations in a changing environment by providing
useable, customizable summaries of extremely large volume AIS vessel traffic data. Delivered products will
better inform the prioritization of areas in the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) for bathymetric
surveying.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: The project team will provide a communications and outreach plan for
coordinating potential end users who will be interested in produced data and products. The project team
will also participate in the planned ADAC “Customers and Partners” Roundtable, in order to inform and
receive feedback on project progress and usefulness to USCG mariners and ADAC collaborators.
Student Participation. ADAC plans at least one ADAC Fellow participant. ADAC Fellow(s) will assist
investigators with prepping and ingesting AIS source data into the Axiom Spark cluster and assist in
performing various spatial temporal analysis. ADAC Fellows will not only provide a resource to help with
the project workload, but will gain real-world experience grappling with the challenges of big datasets
whilst being exposed to cutting edge technologies developed to manage data-intensive information
resources.
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Project Champions: Dr. Jon Berkson, CG-WWM.
Project Advocates: ADAC seeks project advocacy with HQ USCG, USCG Pacific Area, USCG District 17 and
USCG RDC. ADAC understands that NOAA is a likely strong project advocate.
Methodology: Automatic Identification System (AIS) is an internationally adopted tracking system required
by most commercial vessels to aid maritime safety, security and environmental protection. Vessels
equipped with AIS transponders transmit position reports, speed, and type of vessel, size, cargo and
destination several times a minute. With funding from the State of Alaska, USCG, marine industry and nonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs), the non-profit Marine Exchange of Alaska (MXAK) has built and
operates an extensive AIS receiving network of over 120 terrestrial receiving stations throughout Alaska
including the Arctic waters. Risk assessments, emergency response and other maritime applications
leverage MXAK real-time information on marine vessel operations.
The research method utilizes MXAK AIS information that is used in the NOAA Office of Coast Survey (OCS)
Hydrographic Health Model to prioritize areas of the North American Arctic (the U.S. Arctic, in particular)
for new or improved hydrographic surveys. Achieving this goal will require processing and analyzing a very
large dataset for which traditional database management tools are inadequate.
For the 48 terrestrial AIS receivers located in the Arctic, there are more than 3 million vessel messages
received and processed per day. Therefore, AIS datasets contain tens of billions of records for a single year.
This immense volume of data vastly exceeds the handling capabilities of traditional databases (such as
PostgreSQL or Oracle Database) in a useful timeframe.
In order to overcome the limitations of traditional data storage and processing infrastructure, the project
team will use a cluster-computing stack using Apache Spark as the computing engine (see below figure) to
rapidly and cost-effectively process the AIS vessel data. Apache Spark allows for parallel processing of data.
This stack is horizontally scalable, has high-availability, and built upon a suite of high-performance opensource technologies that store, process and provide access to data.
In order to produce vessel traffic summaries for use in the NOAA OCS Hydrographic Health Model,
researchers will first ingest raw AIS messages into the scalable network file system based on GlusterFS in
the first year of research. Upon ingesting the data, the research team will run them through a series of
data cleanup and analysis stages on the computing cluster.
The first stage will parse raw AIS messages, filter out invalid data, and join these messages with Vessel
Identification System (VIS) catalog data to provide ship metadata such as vessel draft or service type. The
result of this stage will be a set of CSV files available on the GlusterFS file system. Research team will
conclude this activity in the first year of research.
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The second stage (which initiates late in project year 1 and concludes in project year 2), will take these CSV
files and use GeoTrellis, an open-source library for performing very large raster operations in a distributed
way, to generate “vessel density heat map” raster files. These files will then be ready for input into the
Hydrographic Health Model in project year 2.
By the end of the two-year project, in addition to these static products, users will also have the option of
running queries on the computing cluster via interactive Python or Scala shells, or a Jupyter notebook,
allowing ad-hoc querying of the vessel traffic dataset to allow end users to work with the vessel density
data to draw their own conclusions. The below figure highlights research data flow process for the entire
project:

Figure 5 Proposed infrastructure stack for storing and analyzing AIS data.

Through this approach, the team produces data analysis products hundreds of times faster than with a
traditional database, while providing users the ability to run ad-hoc queries and apply decision-making for
intermediate results.
Upon completion of the project, all project data products are available for USCG and other DHS maritime
mission use as well as public use. The investigative team will interact with USCG Project Champions to
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determine appropriate USCG data destinations for most appropriate operator use. In support of the public
good, the project team provides a dedicated interactive project data portal/website within the Alaska
Ocean Observing System (AOOS) Arctic Data Portal. Public access to the underlying data for each product is
aggregated and anonymized as appropriate, and is available along with the associated metadata describing
the dataset and the processes used in its aggregation or generation.
Throughout the project, the research team, in coordination with ADAC leadership will engage decisionmakers and maritime domain experts to gain user guidance and feedback and ensure the products and
outcomes of this project meet their needs.
At the start of the project, research team initiates work (in consultation with ADAC center leadership) to
accomplish the following:


Determine an appropriate initial scope for the U.S. Arctic Hydrographic Health model to best assign
survey priorities in the Arctic;



Inform the specific input configurations of AIS vessel data relative to the defined scope;



Evaluate the feasibility of various platforms for the web-based tool to be developed using the AIS
vessel data to support survey prioritization and decision making around increased vessel traffic in
the Arctic;



Develop a communication and outreach strategy for the life of the project.

Throughout the project, the research team provides updates to the USCG project champion, project
advocates and other key ADAC stakeholders, principally through ADAC’s “Customers and Partners”
Roundtable. In project year 2, researchers also plan special webinar demonstrations, which will include live
demonstrations of the interactive data products and hands-on exercises and discussion sessions to gauge
the efficacy of the platform.

Schedules and Milestones:
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First year of Project Research
QTR 1
Project initiation

X

Convene initial and routine stakeholder meetings available via
teleconference and webinar services

X

Prepare and quality review AIS data

X

Transfer AIS data and optimize high-computer cluster workflow

QTR 2

QTR 3

QTR 4

X

X
X

X

X

Develop plan for transforming AIS vessel data into applicationready format for bathymetric survey prioritization using NOAAOCS Hydrographic Health Model

X

X

Implement cluster parallelization of U.S. Arctic EEZ AIS data to
assess vessel density patterns

X

X

Metrics: The project team plans research measured according to the following Year 1 metrics:


Complete AIS data quality review and processing;



Complete configured AIS data transfer;



Complete optimization of the high-computer cluster workflow for high quantity data handling;



Initiate development of vessel density maps generated from the transferred AIS data according to
the needs determined by the research team to inform the Hydrographic Health Model. This metric
will continue into Year 2;



Document and curate AIS metadata throughout the project (in preparation for data archival);



Develop technical documentation of data ingestion and prioritization processes utilized on the
project to facilitate re-use and workflow scaling for other big-data analysis projects. This metric will
continue into Year 2.
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Outcomes and Transition Plans: AIS data were instrumental in the current PARS for Bering Strait and will
be equally important in the Arctic PARS. USCG's routing measures principally focus on areas where there is
high confidence that the soundings of the waters reflect adequate depth of water, as well as
accommodating the traditional routes of vessels when they can verify that the traditional routes are in
well-charted waters and do not present environmental threats. Once these routing measures are
established, Coast Guard watchstanders have the potential to advance "Marine Domain
Management.” The first step in this process is obtaining and evaluating the information this project will
provide during Year 1.
The NOAA-OCS uses Hydrographic Health Model to prioritize bathymetric surveying. In Year 1, project
stakeholders will help determine the appropriate scope of this model necessary to achieve survey priorities
in the Arctic. The relevant AIS vessel data will be then quality reviewed, processed and configured for this
application based on the model scope. Application-ready geotiffs describing AIS vessel densities for use in
the NOAA-OCS Hydrographic Health Model will be initiated and under development in the second half of
Year 1, and complete by the second half of Year 2. This step is important for the prioritization of areas for
bathymetric surveying, with the geotiffs providing valuable information for decision makers and
stakeholders in the U.S. Arctic area by affording insight into vessel traffic patterns.
The approach for developing the geotiffs will apply a high-performance compute stack and job
parallelization to overcome the inability of traditional data systems to handle the large volumes of AIS
vessel data. Results from this effort will provide improved inputs to the Hydrographic Health Model while
making those inputs readily accessible for other applications.
Ultimately, by the end of the project in Year 2, researchers will transfer final data products in the form of
geo-spatial density files to NOAA-OCS for application in their Hydrographic Health Model and to other
applications as discovered through interactions with assigned USCG Project Champion(s) and USCG Project
Advocates. Researchers will begin planning for this transition in the early stages of Year 1, immediately
after defining summary data product specifications.
Researchers will develop a viable outreach strategy and transition plan in project year 1 in collaboration
with the project champion. Researchers expect to achieve TRL 7/8 for project-developed information
products and software applications.

4. PROJECT: Arctic IoNS 2016 Project TBD
Project PI: To be determined.
Lead Institution: To be determined.
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Supporting Team: To be determined.
Propose Collaborator: To be determined.
Project Description
Abstract: This is a place-holder for a yet to be approved project resulting from an acceptable and suitable
(from both science and customer relevancy reviews) project from the October 2016 response to proposal
related to ADAC’s June 2016 Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (Arctic-IoNS) workshop.
Baseline: To be determined.
Relevance to DHS: To be determined.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: Project team will participate in the planned ADAC “Customers and
Partners” Roundtable, in order to inform and receive feedback on project progress.
Student Participation: To be determined.
Project Champions: To be determined.
Project Advocates: ADAC will seek Project Advocacy with HQ USCG, USCG Pacific Area, USCG District 17 and
USCG RDC.
Methodology: To be determined.
Schedule and milestones: To be determined.
Metrics: To be determined.
Outcomes/Output and Transition Plans:
To be determined. During the initial program year, research team will develop a viable transition plan in
collaboration with the project champion.

THEME 3 – Maritime Technology Research:
1. Propeller Driven Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (LRAUV) for Under-Ice Mapping of
Oil Spills and Environmental Hazards (Continuation Project);
2. Arctic IoNS and MaLTE workshops.
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1. PROJECT: Development of Propeller Driven Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (LRAUV) for
Under-Ice Mapping of Oil Spills and Environmental Hazards
Project PIs: Dr. James Bellingham (WHOI) and Brett Hobson (MBARI)
Lead Project Developer: Amy Kukulya (WHOI)
Lead Institutions: Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) and Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institution (MBARI)
Supporting Team: Dr. Chris Reddy (WHOI)
Proposed Collaborator: USCG Research and Development Center (USCG RDC)
Project Description:
Abstract: Increasing level of commercial marine activity in high latitudes creates an ever-growing risk of oil
spills. Characterizing Oil Spills in remote, austere Arctic locations is a daunting challenge to the U.S. Coast
Guard. Led by overall LRAUV project lead, the laboratories at Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
(MBARI) developed a small, long-range system called the Tethys Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV).
As a long range AUV, the Tethys is helicopter-portable, allowing rapid response to incidents to provide
situational awareness for first responders. Outcomes of this project will be construction of a small longrange AUV (LRAUV), based on a modified Tethys platform equipped with oil sensors and navigation
systems, demonstration of the LRAUV survey capability, and creation of a simulator for operationally
gaming AUV deployments for oil spills. Gaining an autonomous underwater capability to survey oil spills at
high latitudes and under ice, at long range, answers an unmet need for DHS and the USCG.
Baseline: PI Jim Bellingham’s prior laboratories at MBARI originally created Tethys specifically to carry
biological and chemical payloads for long distances and times. The vehicles are small, about 30 cm (12
inches) in diameter, and require no special handling equipment. Prior deployments range from a few days
to over three weeks, and are unattended by adjoining escort surface vessels. The longest-range mission to
date was over 1800 km at a speed of 1 meter/second (m/s). In that deployment from and to Moss Landing,
California, the vehicle operated as far as 500km from shore independent of any escort. Achieving ranges
two to three times greater is possible by operating at a speed of 0.5 m/s with minimal sensors. Maximizing
endurance is achievable by using the buoyancy engine, through shifting internal weight, to trim to neutral
buoyancy and drift at zero propeller speed, and again, using minimal sensors.
The vehicle is typically shore-launched and recovered, using a small boat to tow the vehicle between the
harbor entrance and a boat launch ramp. Importantly, Tethys is helicopter transportable to remote areas.
Tethys occupies the design space intermediate between gliders and the current generation of propellerdriven AUVs.
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While existing gliders such as the Teledyne Webb Slocum, the Scripps Spray, and Kongsberg Seaglider have
sufficient operational range to achieve the desired range goals needed by USCG, they do not have the
payload capacity or power to carry the chemical and biological sensors, nor can existing gliders operate at
higher speeds without redesign. Typical gliders operate at speeds of about 0.3 m/s and with minimal power
consumption: a 1W average payload is characteristic.

Figure 7 Two Tethys Long Range AUVs

In contrast, existing propeller-driven AUVs such as those manufactured by Hydroid, Bluefin, OceanServer,
and Teledyne Gavia consume more power and correspondingly, achieve shorter endurance. These
commercial propeller-driven systems operate 24 hours or less at 1.5 m/s, providing ranges of less than 130
km. Consequently, Tethys is uniquely capable in its combination of payload capacity, range, and endurance
for remote under-ice oil detection.
Mission-level control of Tethys is achieved using an architecture called ‘state-configured layered-control'.
This is an improved variant of the layered control architecture developed by Bellingham (1991) and
implemented on vehicles ranging from Webb gliders to the Dorado AUVs. State-configured layered control
supports autonomous adaptive operations for long periods. Its building blocks are ‘behaviors’ which are
control laws that can be combined to accomplish tasks, which in turn can be conditionally connected to
achieve more complex missions or respond to contingencies. Vehicle software is able to detect faults in
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critical components and respond appropriately, improving reliability. In some cases, through configuration
changes, Tethys may continue a mission even though a component has failed. For example, vertical plane
control is redundant: if the elevator actuator fails, the vehicle can continue the mission controlling depth by
shifting internal weight.
Operators interact with the vehicle via an Iridium satellite link, recovering data snippets in near real-time
and sending new mission commands to the vehicle as desired. Communications with the vehicle are
possible when it surfaces, at operator-determined intervals.
Over several years of operation, a web-based operator’s portal has been developed
(http://aosn.mbari.org/TethysDash/) which includes a display of science and engineering data
(http://aosn.mbari.org/TethysDash/data/daphne/realtime/sbdlogs/2012/201211/20121127T053258/). On
a secure portion of the site, there is a command interface and a variety of utilities such as an alert page,
where operators can configure alerts to send via email or mobile phones on certain conditions.
Prior research has established design, created operating and navigation software, investigated the range of
capabilities associated with critical components, created a systems integration plan, and conducted
successful field-tests to validate research. Further research has created an advanced LRAUV design
package with first article fabrication to allow subsequent full platform fabrication. Completed research to
date, provides a design for platform fabricators to construct LRAUV platform to meeting stated parameters
in navigation, mission performance and operator ease of use.
Relevance to DHS: When an oil spill occurs in US coastal waters, the U.S. Coast Guard leads U.S. federal
response. The ability to manage the response hinges on early information of the nature and magnitude of
the spill. Unfortunately, methods for characterizing spills in ice-covered oceans are lacking. The relevance
of this project is that it develops and demonstrates logistically manageable methods for under ice oil-spill
characterization.
Currently AUV operations in ice are possible. However, responders to oil spills in ice conditions need oil
spill sensing, navigation and mapping to leverage AUV capabilities to a needed mission outcome. Due to
remoteness and lack of infrastructure, Arctic AUVs need ease of launch and recovery capabilities.
Appropriately, employing AUVs require supporting simulator (to help operators achieve preparedness and
accomplish response strategies) along with advanced navigation to operate in complex ice environments.
LRAUV provides USCG and other DHS maritime mission operators the ability to create a baseline of data
Arctic marine environments.
In sum, LRAUV vehicle is a proven AUV platform that can solve many of the challenges outlined above for
the USCG.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: Project team will participate in the planned ADAC “Customers and
Partners” Roundtable, in order to inform and receive feedback on project progress and participate in
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maritime oil-spill peer venues as much as practical, while also ensuring close collaboration with USCG
Interagency Coordinating Committee on Oil Pollution (ICCOPR) leadership and members.
Student Involvement: Project is recruiting an “ADAC-WHOI Research Intern” with Graduate Student on
NASA Fellowship at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). If approved, student would take an
approved leave of absence from MIT (while retaining student status), then return following Internship to
conclude MIT degree program.
Project Champion: Ms. Kirsten Trego, HQ USCG-MER.
Project Support: Mr. Jeff Wheeler, CG-731 and CAPT Tom Meyer, CG-761
Project Advocates: ADAC acknowledges the following organizational project advocates:


USCG leadership of ICCOPR;



HQ USCG-255;



USCG Districts 9 and 17;



USCG RDC;



USCG D-17;



NOAA/NWS;



US Department of the Interior, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management.

Additionally, LRAUV project investigators recognize the following communities of interest:


Oil-spill response group, Exxon Mobil, held discussion on future Arctic spills and sensors at a
meeting and via email/phone;



Shell Oil corporation corporate leadership are advocates, and seek to improve future responses to
oil spills in the Arctic;



American Petroleum Institute, discussed oil spill response “tool boxes” at their Washington DC
headquarters;



US EPA’s representative to ICCOPR;

Methodology: We intend to use a task-oriented team of expert marine mechanical and electrical
engineers to create a readily deployable, easily handled, variable speed, long range AUV capable of
detecting and mapping oil spills under ice. Team leverages prior investments in AUV research and oil
sensor technology. Team objective is to leverage mechanical and electrical engineering to adapt the Tethys
vehicle with sensors, navigation, and chemical mapping to operate under ice.
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The LRAUV re-design of Tethys will observe and sample dynamic processes in the Arctic marine
environments in order to characterize oil spills and other environmental hazards under ice. Sensor focus is
to detect and acquire mapping of dissolved hydrocarbons and oil drops.
Developed technology is useable in other regions (such as the Canada-U.S. Great Lakes). LRAUV research
team will investigate sensing and mapping information relay needs to get data quickly from the platform to
on-scene operators.
Research team integrates prior ADAC sponsored investigation in systems software, AUV simulator,
chemical detection sensors, navigation, and mapping to design changes of the Tethys platform. Priority for
specific Year 4 project work is fabrication of the redesigned vehicle, followed by testing in increasingly
difficult marine environments. Testing the fabricated platform will leverage prior developed oil-spill survey
simulator using currents obtained from coastal models to simulate the advection of oil, and allows testing
of different survey strategies. Additionally, researchers will initiate investigating accompanying research in
data relay as previously discussed.
AUV navigation is a particularly challenging aspect of the project. Building on prior LRAUV project work,
research aims to improve on this by exploring multiple modes of navigation in order to mitigate complex
environmental conditions and changing scenarios. We will use several levels of navigation for the AUV.


First, a GPS system built into the Tethys antenna will routinely obtain GPS fixes when the vehicle
surfaces;



Second, the vehicle will dead-reckon using a Doppler sonar to measure velocity relative to the
bottom, and a compass for heading;



Third, an ultrashort baseline (USBL) acoustic system will measure range and direction to a
transponder and allow acoustically marking interesting sites for revisit by the vehicle.

Detection and mapping of chemicals is the mission focus of the research. Project team will integrate
associated software designed in prior LRAUV project years into fabrication. Follow-on testing
requirements plan to validate observation requirements for the AUV system. Specifically: include


Ability to map in 3D;



Detection and quantification of dissolved particles;



Determine the environment (is it hypoxic?);



Take CTD measurements.

Schedule and Milestones:
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1. Overview briefing to OUP PM, USCG Project Champion, USCG R&D center representatives, CG-926,
others on overall research effort, including other funding sources and stakeholders involved in effort (past
and present) (October 2017). Briefing should include discussion of viable transition plan and likely
programmatic risks to completion (commercialization).
2. Completed fabrication of a Tethys AUV and tracking equipment with high-latitude navigation and oil
sensors. (April 30, 2018)
3. Complete water testing of LRAUV vehicle and systems. (June 30, 2018)
4. Process the data and tune navigation algorithms from the testing mission. (June 30, 2018)
Metrics: Fabricate LRAUV and water test platform to achieve the following parameters in navigation,
performance and operator ease of use:






Navigation performance:
o Conduct design improvements for Tethys platform to achieve the following drift rate:
percentage of distance traveled. Target: < 0.5%.
o Conduct design improvements for Tethys platform to achieve the following error bounding of
navigation drift by ranging from a fixed beacon.
Performance-specific measures:
o Modification of Tethys platform in mechanical and electrical engineering to integrate separate
oil sensor package to accomplish detection level of oil: measured in terms of minimum
sensitivity Target: < 80 ppb.
o Modification and design improvements for Tethys platform to meet specified AUV range and
endurance: Target: 300 km on secondary batteries, twice that on primary.
o Modification and design improvements for Tethys platform to integrate mapping algorithm for
adaptive sampling performance- mapping of spill extent: Target: Area coverage 1000 km2 per
vehicle deployment.
Operator ease of use:
o Logistical footprint: number of operators required on site, number of kilograms to transport.
Target: 2-3 adult operators and < 600kg.
o Ease of mission configuration: design time to specify grid survey: Target: < 1 hr.
o Ease of remote interaction: design modifications to allow training time required for operators:
Training: < 1 week.

Outcomes/output: During Program Year 4, project team plans the following outcomes/output:
 Research team will fabricate one redesigned Tethys AUV to LRAUV engineered design
specifications. LRAUV fabrication, initial bench and water testing is planned at MBARI. Following
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fabrication and initial testing, team ships LRAUV to WHOI to integrate and test under-ice payload.
Subsequently, team fabricates, integrates and tests system communications and navigation system.
Following successful integration of communications and navigation systems, LRAUV receives
marine testing and verification at n Woods Hole.


WHOI conducts video documentation (to facilitate transition) during marine testing. During marine
testing, Research team invites DHS S&T OUP and USCG champions and advocates, to observe and
operate the system.



After vigorous testing of the system, WHOI and MBARI will adapt software and hardware as
necessary based on lessons learned and recommendations from potential users in anticipation of
upcoming test missions in low and high latitudes. The following details more specifics in overall
transition planning.

Transition plan: ADAC and LRAUV project team plans an integrated approach with USCG RDC and HQ
USCG to acquire and develop additional LRAUVs commensurate with USCG mission needs. In accordance
with DHS S&T OUP-ADAC Grant Terms and Conditions, LRAUV Intellectual Property (IP) rights developed
under this project remain jointly held between ADAC, WHOI and MBARI. According to the DHS S&T Terms
and Conditions, DHS and USCG may leverage this IP royalty free to acquire and construct additional LRAUVs
to USCG and other DHS maritime mission needs.
During LRAUV testing, ADAC, WHOI and MBARI recommend USCG, particularly USCG RDC participation.
Project team notes that NOAA is interested in LRAUV capabilities.
Following the LRAUV’s testing plan (which is beyond program year 4), and completion of data relay devices,
the overall system will be TRL 7/8 and ready for production.
Depending on DHS and USCG acquisition desires, project team relays WHOI and MBARI have around-theclock technical expertise available if any such need arises. This technical support covers hardware,
software, design, fabrication, and specialty application, plus operations expertise.
The goal of this project is to create an operational system that the USCG can use for characterizing spills in
ice-covered ocean environments. ADAC-WHOI and MBARI focus in creating LRAUV is to provide and
demonstrate a prototype system, feasible and suitable for production.
The platform used for the LRAUV initial year 3 demonstration, a REMUS-100, is commercially available. The
research team used commercially available sensors in creating a customized payload design developed for
the project year 3 demonstration. Operating and navigation software design provided an additional new
element to the demo prototype.
As with all of the IP created under this effort, the designs are available for government systems on a royalty
free basis. Consequently, USCG can readily replicate the LRAUV year 3-demonstration vehicle.
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The Tethys platform planned for fabrication in project year 4 is a modification of a proven vehicle
developed by Research PI during previous investigation at MBARI. The Tethys vehicle has performance far
beyond commercially available systems, and thus transition of that capability to the USCG requires some
planning. Below please find an outline of transition options and a description of work underway.
WHOI has a history transitioning technology to operational use, especially with the US Navy. WHOI uses a
variety of transition methods tailored to the nature of the challenges associated with the transition.
Factors influencing the nature of transition include technological maturity, complexity of operations,
availability of investment for ‘hardening’ of systems, market prospects, and more. Transition methods
include the following factors:


Facilities: WHOI operates facilities for high complexity platforms such at the ALVIN Human
Occupied Vehicle, the JASON Remotely Operated Vehicle and the Sentry Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle. These systems operated as part of the National Deep Submergence Facility (NDSF) under
the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation, the Department of the Navy, and NOAA.
Facility selection preference is for systems operated in small numbers, yet which require a highly
specialized team. The WHOI facility use protocols, allows costs sharing across the user base, and
frees users from the need to carry operators on staff.



Service for-Hire: Some platforms, such as the REMUS vehicles, are operated on a for hire basis.
Examples of for-hire operations include the location of the El Faro data recorder by a Deep
Submergence Laboratory WHOI team funded by U.S. Department of Transportation, and location of
Air France Flight 447 by the WHOI Ocean Systems Laboratory. Like the facility model, the “for-hire”
model frees the user from the need of creating and maintaining a staff of expert operators. Unlike
the facility model, where scheduling is driven by the sponsors, “for-hire” operations may be
precluded if vehicles have prior commitments.



Hardware Builds: When an organization wants to replicate a WHOI system, WHOI has in the past
built small numbers of devices for a customer. For example, WHOI inventors built many of the
early REMUS 100 platforms for scientists and other users. Since the user takes delivery of and
owns their own platform, scheduling is completely under the user’s control. However, the user
does need to build their own operational team, and that team will need training and support from
key WHOI staff. For example, Amy Kukulya (the Project Manager for LRAUV), trains Navy sailors in
the operation of REMUS platforms.



Commercialization: When there is sufficient demand for a system, commercial production is the
logical solution. A healthy commercial enterprise will make investments to improve manufacturing
and reliability, and provide operator support. Commercialization may occur by licensing of the
technology to a commercial entity, or by a spin-off company. Examples of the former include
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recent WHOI developments of REMUS 600 technology by WHOI for the U.S. Navy, now produced as
Kongsberg Hydroid products. Examples of the later include the original spin-out of Hydroid from
WHOI and Bluefin Robotics from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, (J. Bellingham was a cofounder of the later).
Accordingly, LRAUV transition plan for the capabilities should occur in three stages, first by building one or
more systems for the USCG, commercialize the resulting platform, and work with DHS and USCG acquisition
process to field needed systems to meet USCG mission requirements.




Stage one: “set conditions for production.” This effort would initiate after a successful
demonstration, in accordance with DHS S&T OUP Approved LRAUV workplan. Investigation team
would fabricate one or more vehicles for the USCG (in partnership with USCG RDC).
o As part of the project funding for that build, funds allocated for WHOI training of USCG
operators, and for WHOI support of USCG operations.
o

Given the nature of Tethys LRAUV operations, (operated via a satellite link) WHOI
operators could participate directly in USCG operations remotely if that were desirable.

o

Lesson learned in transitioning a system to USCG operation would be invaluable in
preparing the system for commercialization. WHOI would work with one of its many
partners to commercialize the resulting system.

o

Selecting the company is premature at this point, as marine robotics, space is evolving
rapidly and we are likely to have more options a year from now than we do today.

o

However, we do note that WHOI has a well-trodden path to commercialization of AUVs
with Hydroid, and the PI of this effort has designs that are the foundation for the General
Dynamics Knifefish (the root of that vehicle’s family tree is the ALTEX AUV).

Stage 2: “investigate manufacturing efficiencies to create low cost production.” In parallel with
ADAC funded efforts building the proven Tethys design, WHOI plans to devote resources to
creating a more cost efficient manufacturing process for LRAUV.
o

As a scientific platform, research team has not designed the Tethys with efficiency of
manufacturing as a consideration. However, now with much of the critical investigation
work realized, Project PI will work with ADAC leadership to create plans to revisit the longrange AUV design with efficiency of manufacturing as a central goal.
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o



This effort would leverage the nearly $1M investment made by the state of Massachusetts
in the Center for Marine Robotics “Dunk Works” manufacturing space. Dunk Works
opened officially on July 20 2017. Equipped with the latest in design tools, 3D printers,
circuit board printers, and the like, the space is ideally set up for the initiative. Further, the
prospect of low-cost, high-reliability, long-range AUVs is attracting other sponsors, creating
the prospect of a multiple sources in supporting cost efficiency in manufacturing LRAUV.

Stage 3: “Establish working group with DHS and USCG to support acquisition process and
requirement demand.” Informed by progress and conclusions of Stage 1 & 2, ADAC, WHOI and
MBARI consult with DHS S&T OUP, Borders and Maritime Division, USCG Project Champion, HQ
USCG CG-7 and CG-9 and USCG RDC to present results of transition efforts, and seek to understand
and meet USCG LRAUV acquisition mission requirements, through cost effective production
processes.

Transition plan conclusions. The above planning considerations will be reviewed during the Year 4 project
year during ADAC quarterly reviews and in accordance with DHS S&T OUP approved ADAC management
plan. Research team will plan to present LRAUV research progress at the ADAC Annual Meeting in
accordance with LRAUV Year 4 schedule and milestones. These forums and management processes will
inform and improve LRAUV ability to transition efficiently and effectively from research to acquisition.

2. PROJECT: Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (Arctic IoNS) and Arctic Medium and Long
Term Environment (Arctic MaLTE) Workshops1
Project PI: ADAC Executive Director Randy Kee
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage
Partnered team: USCG District 17 Staff officers for Arctic IoNS and HQ USCG DCO-X staff officers for Arctic
MaLTE workshop. Note: ADAC Fellows provide preparation and administrative support.
Project Description:
Abstract: ADAC plans to conduct one Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (IoNS) workshop for
the upcoming program year. ADAC plans the Arctic IoNS workshop in close coordination with USCG District
17. Based on identified operator concerns, Arctic IoNS assembles assemble expert academic and industry
research professionals to work with select Canada and U.S. Coast Guard Arctic operators, along with U.S.
ADAC plans Arctic IoNS workshop as a Cooperative Agreement funded activity, while HQ USCG DCO-X is
considered the funding source for Arctic MaLTE via DHS-UAA Basic Ordering Agreement.
1
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and Canada government security officials in a structured workshop to understand gaps and shortfalls in
science and technology and to provide corresponding research questions to address. ADAC publishes a
corresponding workshop Rapporteurs report addressing research questions in a funded call for proposals.
ADAC plans to conduct one Arctic focused Medium and Long Term Environment (MaLTE) workshop to
understand and address the medium and long-term research needs specific to the Arctic environment.
ADAC plans Arctic MaLTE in close coordination with HQ USCG Future Concepts Division (HQ USCG DCO-X,
“Evergreen”). Arctic MaLTE is a structured workshop involving select academics, industry researchers, and
government officials, who explore longer, range challenges comprehensively, from policy, governance, and
science & technology. Due to a broader focus than Arctic IoNS, Arctic MaLTE seeks to use advance Delphi
research techniques to support workshop participation and associated topic investigation.
Baseline: During a national incident, the public (including academia) offers technology solutions to the
incident commanders to assist in the response. ADAC believes such an approach, while ultimately may
assist in a successful outcome, often generates ad hoc solutions that prove to be sub optimal to capabilities
developed by well-planned and researched processes.
The proposed workshops for the upcoming year will pull lessons learned from ADAC’s Arctic IoNS workshop
conducted June 2016. The planned Arctic IoNS workshop will identify research and development gaps and
research questions aimed at closing the gaps with relevant research to support the USCG mission before an
actual Arctic IONS occurs. ADAC plans the next Arctic IoNS for fall 2017 framed as a disaster response
scenario, in close collaboration with USCG District 17.
In order to complement near term operator-driven research, the MaLTE workshop will look towards the 1020-year time horizon to investigate potential mission needs based on projected technology gaps driven by
the anticipated Arctic operational environment. A select group of participants described an initial
understanding of the potential Arctic future operating environment at the Arctic 2030 workshop conducted
May 2017 at the UAF Arctic Interchange. ADAC collaborated with HQ USCG DCO-X, Rand Corporation, and
USCG Academy’s Center of Arctic Study and Policy (CASP), in jointly creating the Arctic 2030 workshop.
ADAC will pull lessons from the Arctic 2030 venue to create a follow-on, scenario based focus, closely
collaborating with HQ USCG Evergreen in developing the subsequent workshop.
Relevance to DHS: Arctic-related IoNS and Arctic-focused MaLTE workshops provides USCG and other DHS
maritime missions unique forums using similar methodologies. The end-result for both IoNS and MaLTE is
ultimately gaining needed capability to address gaps and shortfalls in relevant science and technology to
support the Arctic operator.
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Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: Through a series of prior research and coordinating meetings,
establish a network of Canada and U.S. operators, researchers and government official tailored to address
each individual workshop.
Student Participation: Center leadership plans that ADAC Fellows will aide preparation and administrative
support as part of professional development and opportunity for networking. ADAC plans no laboratory or
fieldwork.
Project Champions: Arctic IoNS: None provided
Arctic MaLTE: HQ USCG DCO-X
Project Advocates: Arctic IoNS: HQ USCG-5PW, HQ USCG-CPE and USCG District 17
Methodology: These two Arctic-focused workshops will exercise a similar development methodology.
Each workshop seeks to identify research gaps and define research questions.
ADAC plans Arctic IoNS, for fall 2017. The workshop will consist of an Arctic region, disaster response
scenario.
Arctic IoNS method is expert research, operator and government official structured seminar oriented to
provide follow-on research to address discovered shortfalls. Arctic IoNS development begins with the
Arctic operators providing specified areas of concern to investigate. ADAC will seek to conduct a scenariobased seminar early in Program Year 4 with USCG D-17 and USCG Canadian counterparts to identify areas
of under researched concern in an Arctic oil spill disaster.
ADAC will conduct a comprehensive literature review through Center Fellows to establish a baseline of
published experts. ADAC solicits and assembles an appropriate panel of select researchers from the
baseline to present to invited operators and government officials in Canada and the U.S. their research
findings a comprehensive plenary session. After the plenary, ADAC divides participants across facilitated
breakout workshops to discover real.
Through this structured plenary and breakout workshop, participants gain understanding of knowledge
gaps and shortfalls in science and technology. Equipped with this understanding, participants will develop
research questions to address shortfalls. ADAC will create a Rapporteurs report, with prioritized research
questions and prepare an open RFP to address research approaches. Workplan Annex B describes the
planned ADAC open call process. The output of each workshop will be workshop proceedings, relevant
research questions, and request for proposals (RFPs) solicitation addressing specific research relevant to
USCG mission needs leading to solutions related to gaps and shortfalls.
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ADAC plans Arctic MaLTE for spring 2018. ADAC proposes to work with HQ USCG DCO-X to build on the
Arctic futures baseline established in the Arctic 2030 11-12 May 2017 workshop. The next Arctic MaLTE
workshop will leverage the soon to be released DHS Arctic Strategy, current USCG Arctic Strategy and
Strategy Implementation plan. These strategy documents serve as a guide to future USCG and other DHS
Arctic mission needs and envisioned operational context. Scenario based literature review will present a
baseline of understanding by futurist researchers in terms of economic, security and physical environment
of the future Arctic.
Guided by the Literature Review, expert opinion of selected and polled researchers, and the strategy
documents, this 2018 following Arctic MaLTE workshop will establish areas of concern in accomplishing
planned strategy and strategic goals. An invited team of researchers, operators and government officials
assemble to analyze the preparatory materials to investigate alternative scenarios to determine needed
policy, governance, and science & technology to realize DHS and USCG strategic goals and objectives.
ADAC will then publish the findings of the research in a comprehensive report and advantage relevant
research questions to place in the Center’s open call for project pre-proposals described in the
management section of this workplan.
Schedule and Milestones:
1. Work closely with DHS, USCG and Canadian counterparts on the workshop scenario.
2. Conduct research to identify the universe of SMEs (international, domestic, in/out government,
etc.); conduct research to determine what research is underway to address the likely challenges
posed by the scenario and those challenges most relevant to USCG.
3. Organize workshop (via securing facility, inviting participants, developing agenda etc.).
 Completed workshop participants’ selection;
 Completed workshop participants’ invitations;
 Completed logistics arrangements;
 Completed workshop announcement;
 Completed workshop program.
4. Make a determination to identify appropriate SME speakers to discuss relevant research activities
across disciplines that likely address USCG challenges relevant to the scenario.
5. Complete panel selection and invitations.
6. Execute workshop – Research Questions developed and provided to DHS.
7. Complete report/proceedings and slides deck representing the workshop discussions and
submitted to DHS for review
8. Publish rapporteurs report/proceedings, including list of participants, and slides deck will be
publically posted (website) with the ADAC RFP.
9. Prepare RFP (for Arctic IoNS).
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Outcomes:
The output of each workshop will be prioritized research questions that will lead to a request for proposals
(RFPs) addressing specific USCG operational challenges and leading to solutions of the identified gaps. A
collateral outcome is to provide USCG with a directory of subject-matter experts (SMEs) likely to
understand the scope of challenges posed by Arctic IoNS and Arctic MaLTE. In addition, it will provide a
directory of current ongoing research and expertise to help develop support plans in the future that can
draw upon state-of-the-art technology and knowledge.
Workshop format:

Day 1:
Meeting Product / Agenda / Logistics / Introductions
Presentation and discussion of the IoNS or MaLTE scenario.
Presentations by SMEs on current research underway related to the challenges posed by the scenario
including description and analysis of the state-of-the-art. Based on the above presentations, the workshop
participates will identify and discuss research gaps related to the scenario
The day will conclude with the formation of break out groups of experts for each research theme gap
related to the scenario and discussions.
Due to wider scope of potential research questions, Arctic MaLTE advantages advanced Delphi techniques
to aide relevance/prioritization of participant’s findings.
Day 2:
During the morning period, break out groups will discuss the gaps and formulate research questions to
close those gaps. During the afternoon, breakout groups will convene as a general plenary session to
discuss each group’s findings. Formalize research questions and provide to appropriate USCG colleagues
along with DHS S&T OUP PM for final review. Upon review by DHS, research questions will form the basis
for an RFP issued by ADAC.
Transition plans: ADAC’s goal of each workshop is to ultimately transition discovered science and
technology gaps and shortfalls into relevant research questions, elicit response via an open call for
proposal, and place the most qualified responses into research to deliver needed products to address the
identified need. The shorter-range focus of Arctic IoNS workshops is well suited to accomplish deliverables
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in 2-3 year timeline. The longer-range focus of Arctic MaLTE advances long lead research, requiring greater
community of interest patience in awaiting relevant outcomes.

THEME 4: Integration of Science and Engineering with Maritime Security Governance and Policy
Research
 No ADAC projects currently awarded.

THEME 5: End-to-End (E2E)
1. PROJECT: Issue Request for Proposals
Project PI: To be determined
Lead Institution: To be determined following Request for Proposal award
Supporting Team: To be determined following Request for Proposal award
Proposed Collaborator: USCG Research and Development Center (USCG RDC)
Project Description
Abstract: To be determined following Request for Proposal award.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: to be determined.
Student Participation: Center leadership plans that ADAC Fellows will participate in research. However,
ADAC plans no student laboratory or fieldwork.
Project Champions and Advocates: To be determined.
Methodology: Project research method to be determined.
Schedule and Milestones: To be determined.
Metrics: to be determined.
Outcomes and Transition Plans: to be determined.

THEME 6: Integrated Education.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Education Outreach and Workforce Development Overview;
PROJECT: Career Development Grant Scholarships;
PROJECT: Minority Summer Intern (MSI) Program;
PROJECT: Arctic Summer Internship Program (ASIP). ASIP is an integrated project with Minority
Summer Intern (MSI) Program.

1. Integrated Education Overview
Education outreach and workforce development is a core mission for ADAC. The intent of ADAC’s
education program is to contribute to the next generation of Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) professionals for the Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE). ADAC’s geographic focus
on the Arctic is unique in the DHS S&T OUP portfolio. ADAC research specifically oriented to the challenges
of the USCG and other DHS maritime missions provides ADAC Fellows a variety of research and
development opportunities. Upon graduation, ADAC’s student fellows will be well suited to provide
needed Arctic expertise as future members of the HSE.
The ADAC Fellows program is integral to the Center and associated research projects. During the academic
year, ADAC Fellows will participate in research and in Center activities, providing both technical and
professional developmental experience.
ADAC recruiting seeks an ethnically diverse group of student Fellows. This includes recruitment outreach to
the Alaska Native Science and Engineering Program (ANSEP).
In accordance with the DHS S&T OUP Cooperative Grant, the terms and conditions for applying and
maintaining good standing while associated with ADAC is rigorous and demanding. The reward for meeting
these demands is fiscal support for studies, professional and technical development through the ADAC
Fellows program and improved access for graduates seeking a career within the HSE.
ADAC Fellows are comprised of undergraduate and graduate students. ADAC Fellows are comprised of Five
Career Development Grant (CDG) Scholars (funded via a DHS S&T OUP Supplemental award) and a larger
number of Student research interns (funded via the overall DHS S&T OUP Cooperative Grant to the Center).
Once the associated DHS CDG Supplemental is exhausted, ADAC will continue provide awarded grant
funding student fellows via the overall ADAC cooperative grant. Additionally, ADAC will continue to seek
appropriate institutional support funding.
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ADAC has established Fellows at University of Alaska Anchorage, University of Alaska Fairbanks and
University of Idaho. ADAC will investigate adding additional Fellows at other institutions associated with
the Center in Program Year 4.
ADAC Fellows participate in student research either in individual research projects, or in Center activities
during the academic year. Additionally, ADAC Fellows participate in a 10-week summer internship for two
years while associated with the program.
Complementing the Fellows program, ADAC plans to host five minority students in Program Year 4 to a
summer internship for the summer of 2018. ADAC will integrate these five minority students with
participating Center Fellows for the ADAC Arctic Summer Intern Program.
Overall ADAC Fellows Program Schedule and Objectives. In this coming program year, ADAC seeks to
advance the Fellows program. Accordingly, the following are the key attributes for ADAC Fellows in
Program Year 4: In sum, ADAC Fellows will:


Participate in professional exchanges with USCG, in particular, Arctic IoNS and MaLTE workshops,
and any corresponding tabletop seminars;



Accompany ADAC leadership to forums with U.S. Federal enterprises in the Greater Anchorage
area;



Attend monthly Fellows meetings with Center leadership that will include professional mentoring,
updates on the HSE and research cross-tell between Fellows. ADAC will continue to host meetings
at UAA, and use webinar technologies for students participating remotely. ADAC will invite
speakers to provide leadership, career development perspectives oriented to science and
technology careers and/or careers across HSE to these monthly meetings.;



Receive improved individual student research workplans in coordination with Research Project
Lead/Principal Investigators;



Participate in significant maritime focused forums hosted in Anchorage Alaska. This includes the
Oceans 17 conference in September 2017 and the Alaska Marine Science Symposium planned for
January 2018;
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Participate in an improved 10 week/50 Student Days ADAC Summer Internship Program as an
option to satisfy one of two required summer research internships. Included in the Summer
Internship Program is visits to an array of Anchorage based Federal, State and Local agencies
associated with the HSE and supporting activities. Also included is a planned Arctic research
program at Utqiaġvik (formally known as Barrow), Alaska;
o

Alternative to the ADAC Summer Internship Program, Center leadership will work with
Industry partners for a ten-week long summer intensive science and engineering
internship. These external internships will focus on providing students workforce
development opportunities in operational capacities to benefit DHS and/or DHS
components;



Integrate with Five Minority Summer Interns from Minority Serving or Significant Minority
Enrollment Institutions to ADAC’s Summer Internship Program;



Participate, (as a program graduate) as desired, in post student mentoring and networking by
Center leadership seeking entry into the HSE.

Quarterly coordination with DHS S&T OUP. ADAC will conduct a program quarterly review with DHS S&T
OUP ADAC Program Manager and DHS S&T OUP Education Outreach and Workforce Development Program
Manager. As discussed in Module 1, ADAC leadership will assess the Education Program in detail during
ADAC Quarterly Reviews.
ADAC Affiliated Faculty/Researchers (in particular, NOAA/NWS). Currently ADAC has two NOAA/NWS
with appropriate PhD credentials to serve as ADAC Affiliated Faculty. ADAC plans to utilize these two PhD
NOAA professionals in both education outreach and center efforts on modeling development.
Compliance with DHS S&T OUP Workforce development criteria. ADAC leadership (principally through the
Center’s Education and Administration Manager) will ensure ADAC complies with the Homeland Security
Act of 2002 to provide U.S. citizens training in homeland security-related science and engineering
disciplines to maintain U.S. leadership in science and technology.

2. PROJECT: DHS Career Development Grant (CDG) program (DHS Supplemental)
Project PI: ADAC Education and Administration Manager, Malla Kukkonen.
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Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage.
Supporting Team: ADAC Industry Partners
Project Description:
Abstract: ADAC CDG scholars are part of the next generation of scientists and engineers devoted to the
discovery, development and improvement of technologies and applications for Arctic Maritime Domain
Awareness, Response, and Resilience.
Funded via a DHS S&T OUP Supplemental Award, ADAC established CDG Scholars as the initial element of
the overall ADAC Fellows Program in February 2016. The DHS Supplemental award provides ADAC’s CDG
Fellows a scholarship to support student studies, external to the main Cooperative Agreement.
Participation in the ADAC Fellows program provides CDG scholars student research opportunities and
professional development to include access to DHS and USCG professional forums and networks. DHS
S&T OUP Supplemental award established eligibility, minimum grade average and student service
obligation requirements. ADAC leadership manages these requirements to ensure compliance. Due to
no additional DHS S&T OUP CDG Supplemental Awards, the Center does not plan to add any new
participants to the project. Center leadership manages CDG Scholars as part of the overall ADAC Student
Fellows Program. Continuing prior efforts, ADAC plans to mentor and develop CDG students to be
capable of competing for future opportunities in DHS and/or DHS enterprise careers.
Baseline: ADAC established CDG scholarships February 2016. DHS S&T OUP Supplemental Award
provides CDG Scholars student stipends. ADAC has five CDG Fellows that are continuing their scholarship
in Program Year 4. Center leadership will continue to put a particular focus in connecting CDG scholars in
applied areas of science and technology most relevant to DHS and USCG. Since establishing ADAC Fellows
program, the Center’s CDG Scholars have been core beneficiaries to ADAC’s outreach to USCG and DHS
professional activities. This approach will continue in Program Year 4.
Relevance to DHS: CDG scholarships provide resources for DHS relevant education and mentorship for
undergraduate and graduate students. Student research conducted by CDG scholars can meaningfully
advance projects within the ADAC portfolio to the benefit of DHS, USCG and other DHS maritime missions.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: CDG Scholars and other ADAC Fellows will participate in planned ADAC
Customer’s and Partner’s Roundtables, as a mentoring and professional development opportunity. CDG
Scholars will continue to play a vital role in ADAC Arctic IoNS and Arctic MaLTE workshops. CDG Scholars
will participate as fits their individual calendars in outreach forums, (such as Oceans 17 and AMSS 18
conferences) and ADAC’s Annual meeting in Washington DC.
CDG scholarship program progress will be included in ADAC’s quarterly reviews of the Center’s efforts in
Education Outreach and Workforce Development with DHS S&T OUP Education Outreach and Workforce
Development program management.
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Student Involvement: Program is 100% focused on participating ADAC Fellows and students from underrepresented classifications.
Project Champions: No HQ USCG established champions. Project advisor is DHS S&T OUP Education Point
of Contact.
Project Advocates: N/A.
Methodology: ADAC’s CDG Fellows receive comprehensive educational support and professional
development to serve in the HSE. Project methodology is guiding students through professional
opportunities associated with DHS and USCG research needs in the Arctic, while monitoring academic
development as a university student. Center leadership along with Project leads direct, monitor, and
support CDG scholars. ADAC’s Education and Administration Manager tracks scholarship requirements,
progress and accomplishments for individual CDG Fellows. Core to CDG Fellow success is direct coaching
and mentoring from ADAC leadership. This coaching and mentoring includes actively advising CDG Fellows
while they accomplish work within research projects, while also having them participate in Center-wide
activities.
In summary, (guided by individual workplans) ADAC CDG Fellows program provides:


Student stipend;



Research in ADAC projects;



Mentoring and professional development;



Participation in Center-wide activities (ADAC hosted/conducted Workshops and the Center’s
Annual meeting, DHS and USCG activities, Open forums such as conferences);



Contributions to Annual Student Symposium;



Two summer internship programs, one per year for two years. Each summer internship is a
minimum of 10 weeks duration.

Center-wide activities provide CDG Fellows exposure to a variety of professional networks…within DHS and
USCG, U.S. Federal state and local agencies associated with ADAC, and internationally. Most importantly,
CDG Fellows gaining access to DHS and USCG networks provides these students potential avenues to
employment within the HSE upon graduation.
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ADAC’s CDG scholars are STEM majors (3 undergraduate and 2 graduate students). Monitoring students’
grade activity and other DHS S&T Supplemental required Terms and Conditions to ensure appropriate
progress.
Deficient CDG Scholars earn a maximum of two probationary semester on an unpaid volunteer basis. If the
probationary semester results in satisfactory progress, ADAC leadership returns the CDG scholar to good
standing, including restart of CDG funding.
CDG Scholars present their ADAC related/supported research at the ADAC Student Research Symposium,
and contribute to the Annual ADAC meeting in Washington.
ADAC CDG Scholars will comply with DHS Approved Safety as coordinated with the University of Alaska
Anchorage procedures. ADAC applies the DHS approved safety procedures to all ADAC sponsored
academic, government and industry institutions. Compliance with the Safety plan is required for both field
and laboratory conditions.
In coordination with assigned mentor, ADAC leadership conduct an annual performance evaluation of CDG
Scholars and the scholars program at conclusion of the program year. ADAC conducts this evaluation at
the final ADAC Quarterly Review for the program year.
ADAC host an awards event at the close of the academic year for CDG scholars and the other ADAC Fellows.
In accordance with DHS S&T OUP Terms and Conditions, ADAC tracks CDG graduated Scholars until
successfully placed into a DHS careers for a minimum of 1 year of service.
University of Alaska supports the administration of CDG Scholars and the overall ADAC Fellows program via
institutional support resourcing.
Schedule and Milestones: For Program Year 4 ADAC conducts the following schedules and milestones for
CDG Scholars:
1. Scholars will conduct tailored research work during the academic year with schedules mutually
determined by CDG Scholar and assigned mentor, with appropriate Center leadership overview
(normally conducted by Education and Administration Manager).
2. CDG Scholars will participate in two, ten-week summer internship, with ADAC or industry hosted
research (one per summer).
3. CDG Scholars will join ADAC Customers and Partners Roundtables in order to gain insights to
operator driven research requirements.
4. CDG Scholars will participate coaching and mentoring sessions hosted by ADAC Education and
Administration Manager.
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5. CDG Scholars will participate in planning, execution and follow-up administration of ADAC
sponsored research Arctic IoNS and MaLTE workshops.
6. Two CDG Scholars (who have not previously participated) will join the ADAC Annual meeting in
Washington.
7. CDG Scholars will participate in ADAC planned outreach activities (in particular, Oceans 17 and
Alaska Marine Science Symposium 18).
8. CDG Scholars will participate in ADAC Annual Student Research Symposium.
9. In coordination with assigned mentor, ADAC leadership conduct an annual performance evaluation
of CDG Scholars and the scholars program at conclusion of the program year. ADAC conducts this
evaluation at the final ADAC Quarterly Review for the program year.
10. CDG Scholars will participate in end of academic year recognition program.
Metrics: The following are CDG program metrics used to evaluate individual and overall program success:


Comparing student’s grade point average vs DHS required minimum (3.3 of a 4.0 scale). Success is
100% of students above 3.3. Caution is two students performing below standard. Failure is three
or more students maintaining required GPA;
o

Note: ADAC uses a 1 semester probationary period, retaining CDG scholars in an unpaid
voluntary basis. Failure to return grades to acceptable GPA following the probationary
semester results in dismissal and subsequent efforts to achieve recoupment of awarded
funds;



Comparing CDG Scholars completion of required 10-week summer internships vs DHS required of
two minimum prior to graduation. Success is 100% of all students achieving two internships prior
to graduation. Caution is two students achieving one, but not two internships before graduation.
Failure is three students achieving one, but not two internships, or two students failing to
accomplish at least one summer internship prior to graduation;



Comparing CDG scholars assigned vs participating in ADAC Annual Student Research Symposium.
Success is 100% of all students participating at each ADAC Annual Student Research Symposium.
Caution is two students failing to participate in one Annual Student Research Symposium. Failure is
three or more CDG scholars failing to participate in one or more Annual Student Research
Symposium while under contract;



Comparing graduated CDG Scholars accredited to DHS enterprise careers vs graduates who are
unable to gain employment in HSE. Success is 100% of graduates who obtain one or more year of
service within the HSE. Caution is two CDG graduates who are unable to obtain a minimum of one
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year of HSE service. Failure is three or more CDG graduates who are unable to obtain employment
of a minimum of one year of HSE service.
Outcomes/output & Transition Plans: Coached, mentored and professionally developed CDG Scholars
enter HSE workforce. Transition plans will continue past lifecycle of grant for tracking and job initiatives.

3. PROJECT: Minority Serving Institution (MSI) and Significant Minority Enrollment (SME) Summer
Internship (MSI). Note: MSI integrated with ADAC Arctic Summer Intern Program.
Project PI: ADAC Education and Administration Manager, Malla Kukkonen
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage
Supporting Team:
MSI Institutions:
 University of New Mexico (Hispanic)
 University of Texas El Paso (Hispanic)
SME Institutions:
 Texas A&M (Hispanic)
 University of Alaska Anchorage (Native American Indian)
 University of Alaska Fairbanks (Native American Indian)
 University of New Mexico (Native American Indian)
Industry Partners:
 ASRC Federal (Tribally owned)
 NOVA Corporation (Tribally owned)
Proposed Collaborator: N/A
Workforce Development Recruitment Efforts and Research Work: The focus of this project is to establish a
Summer Internship geared at recruiting for under-represented classifications. The specifications in
expectations for the project are included in the DHS - ADAC Terms and Conditions for Workforce
Development Plan.
Project Description:
Abstract: In Program Year 4, ADAC will recruit five student summer interns from under-represented
classifications, seeking to leverage established partnerships with designated MSI and SME institutions. The
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ADAC Minority Summer Internship will integrate these five summer interns along with additional
participating ADAC Fellows for a new 2018 ADAC Arctic Summer Intern Program.
The ADAC Arctic Summer Intern Program (ASIP) is a comprehensive 10-week internship conducted at
University of Anchorage. ADAC’s ASIP will provide student visits across multiple U.S. Federal Agencies
posted in Anchorage, participate in ADAC research conducted at UAA, and further participate in Arctic
research at Utqiaġvik (formally Barrow) Alaska.
Baseline: As part of the ADAC student focus presented under the ADAC Fellows Program, the Center seeks
to recruit student summer interns from under-represented classifications.
ADAC will advertise the Minority Summer Internship across ADAC research network (in particular through
existing relations with MSI or SMEs), DHS S&T OUP communications, U.S. Arctic Research Commission
(USARC), Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S. (ARCUS) and Interagency Arctic Research Policy
Committee (IARPC).
These summer research interns will travel to UAA. ASIP will focus on providing students workforce
development opportunities in operational capacities that will directly benefit the Department of Homeland
Security and its components.
Relevance to DHS: Professionally developing students from under-represented classifications conforms to
DHS diversity goals. Integrating visiting interns with ADAC Fellows provides synergy and networking
between students. Visiting students may then seek to enroll in ADAC or other DHS S&T OUP Center of
Excellence due to ASIP experience.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: Students from under-represented classifications as well as part of the
overall ADAC Fellows program will be invited to participate in a scheduled summer ADAC “Customer’s and
Partner’s” Roundtable, as a mentoring and professional development opportunity.
MSI program progress will be included in ADAC’s quarterly reviews of the Center’s efforts in Education
Outreach and Workforce Development with DHS S&T OUP Education Outreach and Workforce
Development program management.
Student Involvement: Program is 100% focused on students from under-represented classifications.
Project Champions: No HQ USCG established champions. Project advisor is DHS S&T OUP Education Point
of Contact.
Project Advocates: N/A.
Methodology: Students from under-represented classifications who focus in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields are most likely the candidates who have interest in connecting
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with many of the projects the Center is pursuing and may be interested in seeking a career associated with
the HSE.
Through an Arctic-focused, paid summer intern program, ADAC will recruit and connect with students from
under-represented classifications. As described in project baseline, ADAC will recruit students via a
comprehensive approach.
Visiting students participating in the MSI from under-represented classifications will comply with DHS
Approved Safety Plan as coordinated with the University of Alaska Anchorage procedures. In all cases,
compliance with DHS approved safety procedures is mandatory for ADAC sponsored academic, government
and industry institutions and be applied in both field and laboratory conditions.
Coach and mentoring of students from under-represented classifications and other ADAC Fellows as
described in Education and Workforce Development is conducted to provide an overview and orient these
students to careers in government service across the DHS enterprise.
University of Alaska Anchorage plans to support the administration of CDG Scholars and the overall ADAC
Fellows program via institutional support resourcing.
Schedule and Milestones: For Program Year 4, ADAC will conduct the following for Minority Summer
Internships:
1. Recruit five students from under-represented classifications to participate in ADAC Arctic Summer
Intern Program, integrated with participating ADAC Fellows.
2. Outline expectations and opportunities for recruited students, providing advance preparation
information and associated materials.
3. Recruited students will travel to Anchorage and participate in ADAC’s ASIP. ADAC provides details
of ASIP under the associated project header.
Metrics: Measures of meaningful performance for program success are as follows:


Recruiting five students from under-represented classifications. Success is 100% fill rate, caution is
four students and failure is three or less students recruited;



Visiting minority students who then decide to compete for a DHS CoE student intern program,
because of participating in the ADAC MSI. Success is one student who considers pursuing a followon intern with a DHS CoE;



Visiting minority students who follow-on through a student relationship to a DHS CoE who
successfully graduates and then enters the HSE. Success is one student over the duration of the
ADAC MSI program.
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Outcomes/output & Transition Plans: Coached, mentored and professionally developed students from
under-represented classifications enter DHS enterprise workforce. Transition plans will continue past
lifecycle of grant for tracking and job initiatives.
4. PROJECT: ADAC Arctic Summer Intern Program (ASIP). An ADAC Fellow & Minority Student Integrated
Summer Intern Program.
Project PI: ADAC Education and Administration Manager, Malla Kukkonen
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage
Supporting Team: Dr. Craig Tweedie, UTEP, Dr. Andrew Mahoney, UAF Utqiagvik (Barrow) Field team and
ADAC Executive Director, Randy Kee, (Exercise lead).
Project Description:
Abstract: In Program Year 4, ADAC will conduct the Arctic Summer Intern Program (ASIP). ADAC’s ASIP
will integrate visiting Minority Student Summer Interns with participating ADAC Fellows in a comprehensive
orientation and mission focused education experience.
ASIP includes visits to U.S. Federal agencies based in Anchorage that are concerned with Arctic issues, a
maritime disaster response top-top exercise, focused time with ADAC researchers at UAA, individual
research concept development to generate new approaches to addressing Science and Technology
solutions to USCG Arctic mission needs and a 2-week Arctic Field work experience at Utqiagvik (Barrow)
Alaska.
Included in the focus of this project is to establish a Summer Internship geared at recruiting for underrepresented classifications. Project specifications of the Minority Student Internship are described
associated (preceding project) and included in the DHS - ADAC Terms and Conditions for Workforce
Development Plan.
Baseline: DHS S&T OUP Cooperative Grant Terms and Conditions require ADAC conduct two 10-week
summer internships for all Center student Fellows during the tenure of association with ADAC.
Accordingly, ADAC proposes to create an innovative Summer Internship program for ADAC Fellows and
students from under-represented classifications.
Additionally, the Center seeks to integrate minority students awarded paid internships from ADAC’s
Minority Summer Interns to ASIP. Specifically, ADAC has established a project to provide scholarships for
five Minority interns recruited specifically to gain an introduction to Arctic research and the Homeland
Security Enterprise.
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Anchorage Alaska is home to a myriad of U.S. Federal field offices focused on Alaska and Arctic Alaska.
These field offices staffed with federal professionals that are either directly or indirectly associated with the
Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE). Included in this are U.S. Department of Homeland Security
representatives and their components Anchorage is home to a range of U.S. Federal Agencies, including
several Homeland Security Enterprise offices. Anchorage is also home to State of Alaska offices and a
number of Arctic-focused Native Alaskan Foundations. Anchorage hosts a number of Arctic focused
commercial enterprises, and a critical seaport.
Anchorage’s Joint Base Elmendorf Richardson (JBER) is home to a U.S. Northern Command sub-Unified
Command (Alaskan Command) and an array of U.S military forces oriented for the defense of Alaska and
power projection into the Pacific region. JBER also hosts U.S. Coast Guard District 17, Anchorage Sector,
Alaska’s Department of Military and Veterans Affairs (and the Alaska National Guard) and Alaska District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
ADAC’s leadership team includes a retired USAF General Officer with extensive operational experience,
including disaster response and humanitarian assistance missions, plus prior service as a Joint Exercise
Director at a U.S. Unified Command.
University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) and University of Texas El Paso (UTEP) conduct considerable field
research near Utqiagvik (Barrow) Alaska. Both universities support student activities in this field research.
The two proposed field leads provide complimentary and extensive experience in Arctic research. Based
on existing logistics, the field team are well suited to handling up to 7 student researchers.
ADAC’s ASIP will leverage the attributes of the Anchorage area in a comprehensive introduction to the
Arctic challenges faced by government and commercial enterprises. ADAC will leverage the expertise of its
staff based in Anchorage to conduct a meaningful guided seminar to facilitate student understandings of
the challenges faced by USCG Arctic operators. ADAC will leverage the skills of UAA based researchers to
guide students in understanding research oriented to support the Arctic operator. Lastly, ADAC will tap the
unique experiences of expert field researchers and established locations at a critical Arctic location to
provide students a safe developmental field research experience.
Relevance to DHS: Professionally integrating ADAC Fellows with students from under-represented
classifications conforms to DHS diversity goals. Integrating visiting interns with ADAC Fellows provides
synergy and networking between students. ASIP provides both set of students a comprehensive
professional developmental internship that compliments academic experiences.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: ADAC Fellows and Students from under-represented classifications as
well as part of the overall ADAC Fellows program will be invited to participate in a scheduled summer ADAC
“Customers and Partners” Roundtable, as a mentoring and professional development opportunity.
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ASIP progress will be included in ADAC’s quarterly reviews of the Center’s efforts in Education Outreach
and Workforce Development with DHS S&T OUP Education Outreach and Workforce Development program
management.
Student Involvement: Program is 100% focused on participating ADAC Fellows and students from underrepresented classifications.
Project Champions: No HQ USCG established champions. Project advisor is DHS S&T OUP Education Point
of Contact.
Project Advocates: N/A.
Methodology: ADAC leads a 50-planned days of activity guided by ADAC’s Education Manager, and
overseen by Executive Director for the Anchorage based portion of the internship. UTEP and UAF
Supporting leaders will conduct the field portion of the visit and will contribute to an orientation of
students at UAA prior to student departure for Utqiagvik (Barrow). ADAC will screen and select a student
leadership team to support detail planning and execution the program. ADAC will in process visiting
minority students and participating ADAC Fellows into ASIP, conduct and conclude the program as detailed
in schedule and milestones.

Schedule and Milestones: For Program Year 4, ADAC will conduct the following for ASIP:
1. Recruit five students from under-represented classifications to participate in ADAC Arctic Summer
Intern Program, integrated with participating ADAC Fellows.
2. Outline expectations and opportunities for recruited students, providing advance preparation
information and associated materials.
3. Recruited students will travel to Anchorage and participate in ADAC’s ASIP.
4. In process interns and attend ADAC overall program review, internship overview, expectations of
the program, safety briefs, detailing both Anchorage and Utqiagvik (Barrow) portions. Include
professional mentoring of government careers in HSE and careers in Arctic-oriented science and
technology.
a. Overview should comprise a total of 2 days of student activity.
5. Engage University researchers associated with ADAC to learn the breadth of Center research efforts
and association with other university research enterprises.
a. ADAC Project leads/their designated representatives will present
b. ADAC will gain overviews from other UAA research entities such as UAA Institute of Social
and Economic Research, the Applied Environmental Research Center and business ventures
such as UAA’s Business Enterprise Institute.
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6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

c. This should take approximately 3 days of student activities.
ADAC Outdoor leadership laboratory. One day to prepare, followed by two 1-day hikes in Chugach
State Park for ASIP team building and leadership mentoring by ADAC staff.
a. This should take approximately 3 days of student activities.
Depart for ASIP Utqiagvik (Barrow) trip for field research. Team proceeds to Utqiagvik (Barrow) for
12-day field research and returns to Anchorage.
a. Upon arrival, team participates in overview, safety briefings and orientation, supporting
logistics and training on research tasks at hosted site.
b. Team conducts and conclude UTEP and UAF co-led supported research.
c. Total time allotted is 14 days (2 days for travel and 12 in the field).
ADAC UAA team conducts Anchorage area Arctic focused HSE and associated government visits.
a. This activity is 7 days of student activity.
Intern Research White Paper development.
a. This activity is 9 days of student research and paper development.
b. Goal is to generate 2-3 Arctic research focused White Papers.
Interns participate in ADAC Customer’s and Partner’s Roundtable.
ASIP groups reintegrate to conduct an Arctic-focused maritime region Disaster Response tabletop
guided seminar. ADAC staff provide exercise/game control, inviting local area experts to volunteer
time to support the scenario. Students fill the role of U.S. Federal, State of Alaska, Local and
international government and commercial leaders. Outcome is educating the student interns in
the complexity of tactical, operational and strategic decision making and coordinating appropriate
responses to a disaster.
a. ADAC plans the exercise as 4-student days of activity: one to prepare and two to exercise
and conclude the seminar.
Interns conduct research in support of capstone presentation (goal is to create a full research
proposal capable of execution.
a. This should approximately be 5 days of student activity.
ASIP Interns present research proposal via a 1-day student-ADAC research network symposium.
Complete out-process, obtain survey feedback and conclude Internship.

ADAC Summer Internship Program
Activity
ASIP In-process and Program Overview
ASIP University researcher engagement associated with
ADAC

University of Alaska
Anchorage
Number of Days
2
3

Running
Total
2
5
86
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Anchorage area Outdoor leadership laboratory
Utqiagvik (Barrow) Field research trip

3
14 (2 days travel
included)
7

8
22

Research and compose Project idea White Papers

9

38

Student participation at ADAC Customer’s and Partner’s
Roundtable
ASIP Disaster Response Exercise
ASIP Research Proposal Development Exercise
ASIP Proposal Presentations
Complete out-process and feedback surveys
Summary of ASIP Student Days

1

39

4
5
1
1

43
48
49
50

Visit Federal, State, Local and Tribal Offices located in the
Anchorage area to learn about needs of operational users
who support the public in Arctic Alaska and concerns of the
communities in Arctic to compose a visitation program to
learn of Federal, State, local and Tribal governance
missions and challenges facing each entity.

29

Logistics: ADAC provides funded support to students, and house students from outside the Anchorage area
at UAA student facilities. UTEP and UAF Co-research leads will work with ADAC leadership to establish a
field camp at Utqiagvik (Barrow) as ASIP living quarters during field research portion. Student workspace is
located at ADAC’s office at 1901 Bragaw Street, Anchorage. ADAC does not provide transportation for
students for personal matters, but will seek UAA transportation assets for local area visits.
Funding: ADAC provides student internship funding, with a $1000/month stipend, as well as student
housing for undergraduate and graduate students.
Metrics: Measures of meaningful performance for program success are as follows:


Recruiting MSI metrics as previously described;



Executing Outdoor leadership and Field research program 100% safely;



Feedback from ASIP participants accomplished at end of course survey.

Outcomes/output & Transition Plans: Coached, mentored and professionally developed students an
integrated participating ADAC Fellow and under-represented classifications who are further informed and
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developed via ADAC ASIP to enter DHS enterprise workforce. Transition plans will continue past lifecycle of
grant for tracking and job initiatives.
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Appendix A: ADAC open call and response science and merit-relevancy review plan
The following provides ADAC’s plan to announce, standardized response format, handling criteria to ensure
appropriate conflict of interest avoidance and response science/merit evaluation.
Subject to approval by DHS S&T OUP Program Manager, and in accordance with ADAC Research
Development Plan, ADAC plans to conduct an open call for proposals in Program Year 4.
Announcing the Open Call. Once approved, ADAC leadership will announce the call using University of
Alaska, DHS S&T OUP, U.S. Arctic Research Commission, Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S. and
Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee and ADAC’s own communications forums to advertise the
Open Call.
Standardized response format. The open call will request response to research questions approved by
DHS S&T OUP Program Manager. The research questions will include:


Research questions arising from Arctic 2030/MaLTE workshop, conducted at University of Alaska
Fairbanks on 11-12 May 2017;



Research questions gained in consultations with DHS S&T’s Homeland Security Advanced Research
Projects Agency (HSARPA);



Research questions responding to DHS Maritime Research Funding Opportunity Announcement
(DHS FOA).

ADAC seeks to address a number of research questions related to the themes of Domain Awareness,
Maritime Technology Research, Product Transition, and Education Outreach that are of interest to the
public and relevant international, federal, state, and local agencies. As this Open Call has no directly
associated funding, the Open Call is seeking Project “Pre-Proposals”/White Papers that are shorter in
length and provide less detail than Calls for Proposals associated with allocated funding.
Each Project Preproposal will address:


Title and Project team;



Background and Rationale;



Research questions addressed (to include DHS Center of Maritime Research Funding Opportunity
Announcement as appropriate;



Method/approach;



Expected Outcomes;
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Anticipated Budget;



References.

Submission Instructions


Proposals must be submitted in a single PDF (electronic format) to ADAC at the following email
address: adac@uaa.alaska.edu;



If application via electronic submission to email is not feasible, delivery via postal mail or
commercial mail to:
Arctic Domain Awareness Center
University of Alaska Anchorage
3211 Providence Drive BOC Suite 203
Anchorage, AK 99508



ADAC must receive and validated applications by email no later than specified date. ADAC will
reject applications received after the deadline without further consideration.

Handing criteria to ensure fair and partial review to avoid conflicts of interest. ADAC will conducts a
preliminary review to ensure completeness and conformance with the Open Call for proposal
requirements. To ensure a fair competition, adherence to these requirements is strictly enforced. If the
proposal does not adhere to the instructions in the call, ADAC may return the proposal without review.
Handling of call responses require a minimum of two persons of the ADAC leadership team.
Once a response is complete and conforms to the ADAC open call requirements, ADAC will first determine
whether any COI exists between ADAC leadership and staff—if a COI is identified, these proposal will be
handled by a fellow DHS S&T OUP CoE (through prior coordination). At the beginning of program year 4,
ADAC plans this coordination with, the Borders, Trade, and Immigration Institute (BTI) at the University of
Houston. If there is no identified CoE, ADAC staff will conduct the review.
Regardless, ADAC and the coordinated, fellow CoE (again, ADAC plans on this as BTI) will operate the
proposal reviews identically: first, we will select at least three external peer reviewers to review the
proposal from the academic and research community, based on their expertise and experience in the
response’s project area. External reviewers’ analysis and evaluation of the proposal provide information to
the DHS OUP and ADAC staff in making a recommendation regarding the proposal. Proposals will be scored
using a numerical ranking of 0 – 5 (No Evidence – Excellent) in each review category and weighted by
importance as specified below. ADAC provides Rubric template to each reviewer. Upon completion, ADAC
(or BTI) forwards scores and comments to DHS OUP staff, to discuss with DHS S&T OUP Federal
Coordinating Committee and appropriate HQ USCG policy, capabilities and acquisitions staff.
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General Questions for Panel Consideration:


Does the proposal address needed research questions?



Can the project accomplish the stated objectives?



Can the project achieve planned goals via the proposed methodology?



Is the reviewer aware of other projects, currently underway or proposed, which address this need?



What is the weakest part of this proposal?



Is the applicant’s mission and purpose clearly stated?



Are the proposal goals, strategies, and timeline appropriately detailed?



Does the proposal clearly define the impact of the project?



Does the researcher’s goals and strategies meet the needs of the target audience and primary
customer?



Do the applicant’s plans/methods, timeline, and measureable impact give a level of evidence
commensurate with their stage of growth and funding request level?



What portion of the funding request addresses capacity challenges?



Does the proposer receive funding elsewhere to address challenges in the project?



Does the budget match the program priorities?



Are the descriptions of each request sufficient; what is missing; where did the applicant over
request?



If desired, please provide any additional comments regarding the proposal.

Criteria Scoring Categories and Weighting: ADAC requests each reviewer to provide detailed comments
on the proposal quality with respect to each of the merit review criteria below, noting specifically the
proposal’s strengths and weaknesses.
Criterion 1. Scientific Quality
Originality and/or Innovativeness (25%)


Does the response offer original work?
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Does the response utilize novel theoretical concepts, inter-disciplinary approaches or
methodologies?



Does this research have the potential to generate influential publications in the scientific
community or lead to new discoveries or areas of investigation?

Proposed Approach/Methodology (25%)


Research goals: clear and based on sound theory?



Research methods: Well-aligned to test the hypotheses?



Are the data generation or collection approaches appropriate for the research methods?



Is the approach or methodology technically sound, incorporating inter- disciplinary expertise
when appropriate, including a demonstrated understanding of the critical technology or
engineering challenges required for achieving the project goals?

Influence and Cooperative Linkages (25%)


Does the application show partnerships or cooperative initiatives with other institutions or
organizations?



Does the application demonstrate a viable plan for developing substantial and continuing
linkages with the Homeland Security Enterprise?

Qualifications of Personnel and Suitability of Facilities (15%)


Does the investigative team have the breadth of qualifications - credentials and experience - to
conduct and complete the proposed research?



Does the investigative team have prior experience in similar efforts?



Does the team clearly demonstrate an ability to deliver products that meet the proposed
technical performance within their proposed budget and schedule?



Are the facilities suitable for the proposed research?

Costs (10%)


Is the proposed research (and/or education) costs appropriate and reasonable?

Criterion 2. Project Relevancy
Mission Relevance (75%)


Does the proposed project address one or more of the research questions?
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Does the proposed project complement (and not duplicate), existing research and
development programs sponsored by DHS or others?



Research deliverables: Are proposed outcomes suitable to customer needs?

Communicating/Transitioning Results (25%)


Does the applicant have a evidence of effectively communicating or successfully transitioning
research results to appropriate stakeholders?



Will the research team be able to deploy a technology and/or solution(s) that can transition
effectively to the user community either through commercialization of the technology, open
source distribution, or through other means?



Does the proposal demonstrate the implementation of an appropriate knowledge transfer
process (i.e., models from case studies to other areas, patents, etc.) from academic to
government end-users and other DHS customers?

Evaluation rubric. Each criterion has questions and a rubric for evaluation. ADAC requests evaluators to
provide a rating for each question and a summary statement, including comments on the relative
importance of that particular proposal in relation to the criterion. ADAC notes criteria are not equally
weighted.
Rank scores for Criteria:


Excellent (Rank value: 5): Proposal meets requirements and indicates an exceptional approach and
understanding of the requirements. Strengths far outweigh any weaknesses. Risk of unsuccessful
performance is very low.



Very Good (Rank value: 4): Proposal meets requirements and indicates a thorough approach and
understanding of the requirements. Proposal contains strengths outweighing weaknesses. Risk of
unsuccessful performance is low.



Good (Rank value: 3): Proposal meets requirements and indicates an adequate approach and
understanding of the requirements. Strengths and weaknesses are offsetting or will have little or
no impact on contract performance. Risk of unsuccessful performance is moderate.



Marginal (Rank value: 2): Proposal does not clearly meet requirements and has not demonstrated
an adequate approach and understanding of the requirements. The proposal has one or more
weaknesses not offset by strengths. Risk of successful performance is high.
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Poor (Rank value: 1): Proposal does not meet requirements and contains one or more deficiencies.
Proposal is not fundable.



No Evidence (Rank value: 0): Proposal does not show evidence of meeting this criterion and should
not be funded.

Reviewer Potential Conflicts of Interest.
All reviewers that have an affiliation or financial connection with the institution or person submitting the
proposal is in a conflict of interest. Reviewers must disclose any affiliation or interest, immediately. All
reviewers on the evaluation form will attest that they do not have a conflict of interest in the review of the
proposal. ADAC leadership personnel will not review any proposals because of the potential conflict of
interests and Alaska Ethics statute.
Protecting intellectual property of submissions.
ADAC will maintain confidentiality of submissions. Due to prior request for research topics associated with
ADAC Biennial Review in March 2017, ADAC will retain these prior submissions and include with open call
conducted in fall 2017. All ADAC reviewers are required to not copy, quote from, or otherwise use or
disclose to anyone, including graduate students, post-doctoral or research associates, any material from
proposals reviewed.
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Appendix B: Acronyms
ACNFS
ADAC
ADCIRC51
AESC
AFP
AI
AIA
AIFC
AIS
AOOS
AOSC
ARN
ASRC FS
BOEM
BSSN
CAFF
CDG
CBP
CBO
CBONS-SA
C&ES AD
CIMES
CIS
CFS
CMR
COE
CONAS
COTS
CFS
DA-E
DGPS
DHS
DHSEM
DHS S&T OUP
DIPP
DR
E2E

Arctic Cap Nowcast/Forecast System
Arctic Domain Awareness Center
Advanced Circulation Model
Arctic Executive Steering Committee
ADAC Fellows Program
Artificial Intelligence
Aleut International Association
Arctic Information Fusion Capability
Automatic Identification System
Alaska Ocean and Observation System
Artic Oil Spill Calculator
ADAC Research Network
Arctic Slope Regional Corporation Federal Systems
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
Bering Sea Sub-Network
Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna
Career Development Grant
Customs and Border Protection
Community Based Observers
Community Based Observing Networks for Situational Awareness
Communications and Educational Support Associate Director
Center for Island Maritime and Extreme Environment
Critical Indicators System
Climate Forecast System
Center for Maritime Research
Center of Excellence
Community Observing Network for Adaptation and Security
Commercial Off-the-Shelf
Climate Forecast System
DHS Data Analytics Engine
Differential Global Positioning System
Department of Homeland Security
Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management (State of Alaska)
Department of Homeland Security Science & Technology’s Office of University Prgms
Data Information Protection Plan
Disaster Response
End to End
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ED
EO&WFDD
ERAU
EO&WFDD
ERMA
ET-Storm Surge
FEMA
FMI
FIST
FTD
FTIR
GoMRI
GNOME
HA
HFO
HIOMAS
HIPPA
HSARPA
HYCOM
IANA
IARPC
ICECON
IICWG
IMO
InSAR
IONS
JTFN
KTG
LIDAR
LPBK
LRAUV
LWIR
MBARI
MIZMAS
MMA
MDA
MN
MOTR
MSI
MXAK

Executive Director
Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU)
Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director
Environmental Response Management Application
Extra Tropical Storm Surge
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Finnish Meteorological Institute
Field Information Support Tool
Federal Tribal Designation
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative
General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment
Humanitarian Assistance
High Fidelity Observer
High-resolution Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency
Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model
Indian and Northern Affairs
Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee
Ice Conditions Index
International Ice Charting Working Group
International Maritime Organization
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
Incidents of National Significance
Joint Task Force North (Canada)
Kestrel Technology Group
Light Detection and Ranging
Local Placed Based Knowledge
Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
Longwave Infrared
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
Marginal Ice Zone Modeling and Assimilation System
Maine Maritime Academy
Maritime Domain Awareness
Member Node
Maritime Operational Threat Response
Minority Serving Institutions
Marine Exchange of Alaska
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NAIS
NASA
NCAR
NCEI
NCEP
ND
NIC
NOAA
NSC
NSF
NWS
OODA
OGCWS
OSA
OUP
ORR
ONR
PI
PII
PIOMAS
PM
PMD
POA
PolSAR
RD
RPA
SAR
S&T
SETS
SDI
SME
STCW
SWAN
TAMOC
TAMU
TRL
UAA
UAF
UAV
UDOP
UoI
UNM

North American Ice Service
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Centers for Environmental Information
National Center for Environmental Prediction
Nova Dine
National Ice Center
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Security Cutter
National Science Foundation
National Weather Service
Observe, Orient, Decide and Act
Open Geospatial Consortium Web Service
Open Systems Architecture
Office of University Programs
Office of Response and Restoration
Office of Naval Research
Principal Investigator
Personally Identifiable Information
Pan-arctic Ice–Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System
Program Manager
Project Management Director
Port of Anchorage
Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar
Research Director
Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Search and Rescue
Science and Technology
Social-Ecological-Technological Systems
Spatial Data Infrastructure
Significant Minority Enrollment
Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping
Simulating Waves Near Shore
Texas A&M Oil Spill Calculator
Texas A&M University
Technology Readiness Level
University of Alaska Anchorage
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle
User-defined Operating Picture
University of Idaho
University of New Mexico
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UGV
USCG
USCG RDC
USGCRP
US MDA
USN
USNORTHCOM
USV
UTEP
UUV
UW
WHOI

Unmanned Ground Vehicle
United States Coast Guard
United States Coast Guard Research and Development Center
U.S. Global Change Research Program
United States Maritime Domain Awareness
United States Navy
United States Northern Command
Unmanned Surface Vehicle
University of Texas El Paso
Unmanned Underwater Vehicle
University of Washington
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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Appendix C. Budgetary Information.
Year Four Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) Financial Summary
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